Welcome to
We are a family owned Australian business who manufacture ORGANIC bed linen,
mattresses, sheets, pillows, quilts, baby bedding, protectors, futons and more.
All fabrics and fillings are certified GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard).
AUSTRALIAN-MADE Non-Toxic Hardwood Timber Beds, Bunks, Cots, Furniture,
for babies, children and adults DELIVERY AUSTRALIA-WIDE.

Creators of the Australian Organic Cotton Bedroom™
Creators of the Australian Organic Baby Nursery™
Established since 2004

https://organature.com/
sales@organature.com.au

We Deliberately Manufacture "Above" Organic Certification Standards
Organature® works to European Organic Standards, as Australian and U.S. certifications are not good enough for Peter,
our founder, who for many years suffered severely from M.C.S. (Multiple Chemical Sensitivity). He only produces and
supplies products that are safe for his own use, and those he has fully researched. We go to enormous lengths to provide
you with a genuinely cleaner, healthier, chemical free product. It all comes from a very personal level.

Creating a Healthier Home
Organature® is the only firm in Australia making organic bedlinen and bedding in Australian sewing rooms, with Australian
labour, giving total control over the manufacturing process from start to finish. We guarantee the purity of our products.

Want To Improve Your General Wellbeing?
If you are just starting out buying organic products to improve your health and general well-being, we recommend you
begin with THE BEDROOM where you spend most of your time sleeping, and with the items that are closest to your skin.
Certified organic filled pillows, organic cotton sheets, quilts, blankets, clothing, towels and bathrobes are a good start. If
you are saving up to buy an ORGANIC MATTRESS or FUTON, a comfortable Mattress Topper (similar to the Futon but
approx. 5 cm thick) might be a useful alternative in the interim.

For a Better Nights Sleep
To further reduce the possibility of chemical sensitivity, allergies or asthma, also consider purchasing one of our beautiful
Hardwood Timber BEDS, BUNKS, TRUNDLES which are thoughtfully made in rural South Gippsland, Victoria using
specially sourced Victorian Ash Hardwood from managed plantations. With No Harmful chemicals, No MDF, No
Chipboard, No Chemical Paint and No Toxic Glues. To assist your immune system even further, try washing your clothing
in a phosphate free washing powder and painting your rooms with non-toxic paint.

Your Health Impacts Your Quality Of Life.
We Aim To Give You The Best Quality Possible.

Why Our Furniture Is a Healthier Option
All our Hardwood Timber Furniture, beds, bedside tables, chests, couches, trundles and bunks are Made In Australia
specially for us with locally sourced “Victorian Mountain Ash” from managed plantations. No Toxic chemicals, No MDF, No
Chipboard, No Chemical Paint and No Toxic Glues are used during any part of the manufacturing process.

Variety of Safe Timber Finishes
All Organature furniture comes in several different timber finishes; raw and sanded OR with a natural plant and mineral
based oil in your choice of colours. These are a safe and eco-friendly alternative to the conventional polyurethane,
synthetic & chemical paints mostly used by other furniture manufacturers.

Experienced Cabinet Makers with High Standards
Our talented cabinet makers, Russell and Peter, have many years industry experience and have now been consigned to
produce our magnificent hand crafted, toxic free timber furniture too. They refuse to use inferior products. Only the best
timber and the purest processes will do; luckily for us.

Attention to Detail Produces Healthier Results
We go to great lengths to reduce the impact that chemicals have in our lives. Even the glue we use is a special one
imported from the US, as Australian produced adhesives are too toxic. This special glue dries rock hard within 10 minutes.
Only a very small amount is needed between the timber joints because nails and decorative bolts are utilised as much as
possible, keeping it contained so it doesn’t spill to the outside. This combination avoids chemical outgassing and toxic
buildup, which is prevalent in most furniture and building materials in use today.

Doing Business Locally Reduces Environmental Impact
We work with a highly reputable local sawmill to reduce our carbon footprint. Brown Sawmills are members of Australian
Forest Standard, SAI Global certified system and PEFC, assuring Australian forests are properly cared for, maintained
and managed in the most sustainable ways. The main advantage for choosing locally sourced hardwood over imported
timbers is that local hardwood is NOT “fumigated”, while imported timber must pass quarantine inspections before it’s
allowed to enter the country. These imported wooden products are often fumigated prior to arriving to reduce biosecurity
risks from exotic pests which can be carried in the egg or larvae stage, their presence might not even be obvious until
frass (a sawdust-like substance) and holes appear some time later.

Feel Good About What You Buy
For those who are conscious of caring for our environment, desire to improve their health and wellbeing or who simply
wish to lessen their day to day exposure to chemicals, our handcrafted timber furniture and hardwood beds provide you
with a safer, cleaner, healthier option that we are sure, you will “feel good” about having in your home, for many years to
come.

Advice? It's Free! Contact Us.
Please feel free to contact us if you need any information before you purchase. As our products cannot be compared to
conventional, we understand you may require more personal information. We're always happy to talk over the phone or by
email and clear up any concerns or queries you may have.

Shop Address
Organature®
Shop 1/8 -10 Forrest Avenue
Newhaven Vic 3925
Phone (03) 5932 0914 or Text: 0431 142390
Shop Hours:
Monday to Friday 9am - 4pm
Saturday 10am - 1pm
Office Hours:
Monday to Friday 10am – 4pm
Visit Our Online Shop:
https://organature.com/shop/
Read Our Articles:
https://organature.com/articles/
See Our Google Reviews:
https://organature-australia.business.site/#testimonials

About The Founders
Organature was founded by Peter and Maureen Byl in 2004. They had
previously worked for many years in a family business, manufacturing,
wholesaling and retailing bed linen, bedding and curtains.
In 1993 Peter was diagnosed with Multiple Chemical Sensitivity. Testing
showed the predominant cause of his illness to be the out-gassing of
chemicals from the fabric used in the workplace and the overall work
environment.
There is no total cure for this strange ailment which can strike anyone at any time; many people are already allergic to
perfumes, detergents, soap powders and deodorants, due to the chemicals they contain!
To-date the only recognised remedy and precaution is ‘Avoidance of Chemicals’. This is not only to the chemicals to
which you are known to be affected, but also to other chemicals as these can cause the ‘domino’ effect. Multiple Chemical
Sensitivity can happen to anyone. Because you need your rest without the effects of chemicals, it is most important to
avoid formaldehyde treated bedlinen and the other chemicals, such as Phenol, which they contain. Conventional cotton
sheets often contain formaldehyde to make them ‘Non-iron’, ‘Easy care’, ‘Wrinkle free’, ‘ Permanently pressed’, ‘Flame
proof’ and many other fancy names.
Due to Peter’s ill health, the family business closed. As a consequence Peter and Maureen have made massive changes
to their lifestyle and to their home environment – all for the better. Improvements in Peter’s health, due to these changes,
combined with past knowledge and experience, enabled him to produce this exclusive range of organic cotton bedroom,
bathroom and nursery products, and to help, not only those who have chemical sensitivities and allergies, but many
others seeking a healthier lifestyle. Thus Organature was born.
➨ READ MORE: Peter’s Story – An article in Garden Organic.
Maureen, Peter and their family, are proud to offer you a higher quality, safer and healthier textile product.

About The Products
The ‘Certified Organic’ textiles industry in Australia really began in earnest
when Organature commenced the manufacture and supply of organic and
chemical free mattresses, bedding and bedlinen for babies, children and
adults alike. All of the organic fabrics, fillings, bedding, bed linen,
towelling, manchester and clothing in the Organature range, are made
from exclusive GOTS Certified Organic Cotton, grown by non-toxic
methods and using only that water which falls directly from the sky – pure
fresh rainwater! This makes them even more highly sought after by those
who care for the future health of our children, the environment and our
planet.
To minimise Peter’s exposure to the harmful chemicals that were making him sick, we searched for ‘CERTIFIED’ organic
cotton products for the bedroom and a company in the Netherlands, able to supply rolls of certified organic cotton fabrics,
was located. Importing the fabrics to make the products in Australia was the most economical and viable option. Raw
cotton, including the cotton filling in imported toys, quilts, mattress protectors and pillows is mandated to be fumigated
when it arrives in Australia; that is another harmful chemical.
Our fabrics and fillings are NOT fumigated and we do NOT use fire retardants. Organature bedlinen products are
packed in cellophane (a product made from tree cellulose), NOT plastic or plastic that looks like cellophane. Quilts pillows
and mattresses are packed in bags made from our organic cotton fabric, ideal to be used for storage. Organic cotton and
cellophane are natural materials, they are bio-degradable, and when used or worn out, can go into your compost.
Due to our experience and the way we control all aspects of the fabrics we have woven for us, the products we
manufacture ourselves and those we have made especially for us, we can now offer YOU the BEST in Organic quality,
clean production and price … without contamination from outside sources.
➨ READ MORE: What Does “Certification” Really Mean?
We hope our products will improve the quality of your life too.

About The Fabrics
We have decided it’s best to import our own organic fabrics which
unfortunately cannot be made in Australia as there is no equipment to
produce these fine yarns or weave the better quality fabrics that we use
for our linen and other bedding. To keep the carbon footprints at its
lowest, we import from our closest associate, India.
Our mattresses, quilts and pillows are the only ones made in Australia
which are filled with Certified Organic Cotton; these products are made in
Australia under contract to our clean and organic specifications from the
materials we supply. Our 100% Organic cotton towels are also made for
us in India. We do make some of our own towels with imported terry toweling from Turkey.
All bedlinen and other bedding products are made in Australia in our own sewing rooms under strict clean conditions;
the walls are painted with natural organic paint, the cutting table is Australian hardwood, we do not use chipboard or MDF,
we are a family business and none of us use chemical fragrances, personal care products or perfumes.
We follow the European certification standard, not the American, as they do allow certain chemicals to be used in fabrics,
such as Optical Brighteners (O.B.), to produce the optic white colour. These Optical Brighteners are not allowed under
European Certifications. Some Organic cotton bedlinen is imported and sold in Australia which contains these chemicals.
This is possible because there is no textile certification in Australia.
➨ READ MORE: The Quality, Use And Care Of Organic Fabrics.
➨ READ MORE: How Safe Are The Coloured Dyes Used In Organic Fabrics?
We're thoughtful about how we treat, store and manufacture all our products. We care about your health and the
health of our planet.

About The Staff
Business grew steadily in the first few years. We advertised in several
organically inspired magazines and very much appreciated the positive
feedback they generated.
With the assistance of friends and family we set up stalls at trade shows
and were blown away by the positive response yet again.
Orders increased, requests for new products multiplied and our
Organature range grew from basic sheets and doona covers into organic
cotton filled quilts, bath robes and clothing.
At this stage, we needed more permanent help to expand the business further while at the same time fulfill our desire to
deliver personal service and give experienced advice when asked, yet maintain our high standards to supply a quality
product. In a well-timed move, several family members were inspired to join the business and thankfully, we have never
looked back. This of course brought with it more capabilities to add yet another highly sought-after product to our range –
Australian Hardwood Furniture.
After a few years, we had a need to expand further, and with a few team members leaving to move interstate, we also
found the need to employ new staff and to find a new location which could hold our expansion.
The opportunity arose to move to Melbourne where not only could we house the large cutting table for our wide width
fabric for cutting sheets, but also we could have a shop front. Such an exciting step for us. We employed some local staff
members, and quickly become a new knowledgeable team, who each brings their own story.
➨ READ MORE: The Cleanest Production & Transporting Standards in Australia – safe for chemical sensitivity
sufferers.
We now make an additional range of furniture, beds, baby cots, change tables etc. that can be shipped straight to
your door, anywhere in Australia.

About The New Shop
Growth always brings new challenges, and we certainly did our share of
soul searching. Should we sell (that would be a bit like selling your baby),
should we close (unthinkable), or should we re-fresh, re-furbish, regenerate, re-locate?
So that is what we did. In March 2015, with support and encouragement
from our daughter Genevieve, who is by now managing most areas of the
business, we located to new premises in San Remo (near Philip Island),
sought out new team members – a wonderful group of philosophy sharing
souls who are also eager to improve their own health and life-style while
considering and caring for others. In March 2019 we made another move to a shop with better storage facilities, just down
the road in Newhaven. In fact, our fabrics are now stored in a beautiful, clean and spacious area just out the back. So the
venture continues, enjoying, expanding, and always searching for more knowledge and better ways to live organically,
improve our existing products and increase our level of service.
➨ SEE WHAT’S IN STORE: Visit Our Online Shop.
Please drop in and say hello. We’d love to see you.

Proudly Made & Sold in Organature’s Own Sewing Rooms
Shop 1, 8/10 Forrest Avenue,
Newhaven 3925 Victoria – AUSTRALIA
Phone (03) 5932 0914 or Text: 0431 142390
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The Organic Baby Nursery
HEALTHY ORGANIC BABY NURSERY: All Organature® Bed Linen and Hardwood Furniture is chemical-free, toxin-free,
additive-free. NO Harmful chemicals, NO MDF, NO Chipboard, NO Chemical Paint and NO Toxic Glues are used during
any part of the manufacturing process. Proudly MADE IN AUSTRALIA where we can guarantee the purity of the
manufacturing process from start to finish … so we can confidently call it 100% Organic. Direct from the Farm to your
Home.
GIVE YOUR BABY THE BEST START TO LIFE: Our aim is to help raise happy, healthy babies and toddlers by relieving
them of some of the thousands of chemicals in every day use. We recommend you avoid placing babies tiny body on or
near any conventional baby bedding that has fire retardants, water-proofing, harmful glues or dyes. Some are sold as
‘Non-iron’, ‘Easy care’, ‘Wrinkle free‘, ‘Permanent press’, ‘Ultra Fresh’, ‘Water-proof’ and ‘Flame proof’. They might sound
good, but these are all chemical additives.
WHERE TO BEGIN: If you sleep them on products made from 100% GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard) Certified
Organic Cotton, you can be at peace knowing for sure, they are NOT breathing in any toxic fumes. Start by providing
them with a sound and healthy sleep on an Organic Cotton Mattress topped with an Organic Mattress
Overlay and an Organic Mattress Protector to provide the best Water-Resistance possible using purely Certified Organic
fabrics, and naturally covered with fresh Organic Cotton Sheets, Quilt and Quilt Cover or a soft Organic Fleece Blanket.
ORGANIC BABY CLOTHES: We also have a lovely range of Organic Baby Clothes and Toys made from 100% Certified
Organic Fabrics and Fillings.
YOU MAY ALSO LIKE TO READ: The Organature Baby Mattress … Baby Safety, Health and Wellbeing … Your Babies
First Bed … Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option … The Truth About Latex Mattresses… LIVING SAFE: How To
Avoid Toxic Chemicals In Baby Mattresses! … This Certified Organic Cot Mattress Could Reduce The Risk of
SIDS … Don’t Make These Common Mistakes When Setting Up A Baby Nursery.
RECOMMENDED BY: Organic Baby Nursery Australia

Babies Cradle Package - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100% Organic
Organature® Chemical Free, Non Toxic Cradle - The best for your new
baby's tiny body. RECOMMENDED BY: Organic Baby Nursery Australia.
From the Creators of the Australian Organic Baby Nursery™
THE COMPLETE BABY CRADLE *PACKAGE INCLUDES:




Australian Hardwood Cradle And Hammock,
Organic Cotton Mattress,
Organic Muslin Curtain.

Easy to assemble, our Cradle has the Australian Hardwood frame with a slat base - also Australian Hardwood, that sits in
the flat hammock of the cradle. The Hammock is made from 100% Certified Organic Cotton, and the curtain is made from
100% Certified Organic Cotton Muslin. Our futon style bassinet mattress sits into our new style hammock on top of the
slat base. The mattress is made from 100% Certified Organic Cotton filling and outer - nothing else!
*Note: The mattress does not have divets, and although it starts off feeling puffy, will flatten down to a compact surface. It
will not be rigid. This would involve foam, rubber or latex, which is full of nerve toxins and chemicals, and we DO NOT
and WILL NOT use.
Our Organture® Cradle is made using timber that requires NO chemical fumigation.
Available Raw and Sanded, or with a Natural Plant Based Oil in Clear. (This is an oil not a paint, so you will still see the
natural wood grain and individuality.). *Note: the slat base insert which sits inside the hammock is not oiled.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER BABY COTS AND CRADLES SOLD IN AUSTRALIA:
Did you know that most conventional wooden furniture is made using toxic glues and finishes? Imported timber must be
fumigated before it can enter the country.

Most cots and cradles sold in Australia are imported, the majority are made in China. One cot we researched is made in
Australia from imported timber, these timbers ARE fumigated. Some suppliers of cots are claiming made with ‘Australian
timber’, this may be true but they send the timber to China to produce the furniture more economically! What happens
when it’s returned back to Australia? Australian quarantine regulations requires fumigation of timber and timber
products. Fumigation chemicals are harmful to health, and a possible cause of SIDS. Some cots and cradles are also
made here with MDF, full of formaldehyde, another cause of SIDS? Glued and finished with petro chemical paint and
stain, another cause of SIDS? — It’s not worth the chance.
ORGANIC BABY NURSERY AUSTRALIA: Because of this, we found it necessary to manufacture our own
AUSTRALIAN HARDWOOD TIMBER FURNITURE from local Victorian Mountain Ash. NO Toxic chemicals, NO MDF, NO
Chipboard, NO Chemical Paint and NO Toxic Glues are used during any part of the manufacturing process. Brown
Sawmills are members of Australian Forest Standard, SAI Global certified system and PEFC, assuring sustainability and
keeping down carbon footprints. There is no fumigation used in the processing of any of our timber products. There are no
harmful chemicals to out-gas in either the construction of our furniture or in the finish either.
All Organature® Bed Linen and Hardwood Furniture is toxin-free and Proudly MADE IN AUSTRALIA where we can
guarantee the purity of the manufacturing process from start to finish ... so we can confidently call it 100% Organic.
APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS:




Cradle height to top bar: 88 cm approx.
Floor Space 53 x 100 cm approx.
Optional Curtain head 168 cm above floor.

REVIEW: Kelly Douglas |
|23/12/2018 | Love your products!! I have a baby sleeping soundly in the next
room on a cradle mattress by Organature ❤. Her cradle is next to the Victorian Ash king size bed you guys made us and
the next room along hosts a cot by Organature

Hardwood Country Cot - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100% Organic
Our country cot is truly ’UNIQUE’ because it is the only one MADE IN
AUSTRALIA with 100% Australian hardwood timber, available in the
natural timber finish or with Natural plant and mineral based oil, thus truly
Organic. Manufactured to comply with Australian Cot Standard
AS/NZS/2172. RECOMMENDED BY: Organic Baby Nursery Australia.
This Country Cot has 2 height positions for all different stages of growth,
as per productsafety.gov.au. The top position provides a depth to use as a
bassinet, next down is the normal height when baby is ready to leave the
bassinet and is the regulation when baby stands. Then a toddler bed can
be created by removing one of the side panels.
Our cot complies with the requirements of the COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
Consumer Protection Notice No. 6 of 2005 – Please click the following link to view our Certification Organature Cot
Commonwealth of Australia Consumer Protection Notice No 6 of 2005 Consumer Product Safety Standard Childrens
Household Cots Certification
HARDWOOD COUNTRY COT SPECIFICATIONS:






Height adjustment of the base is achieved by re-positioning brass coloured bolts.
Outside dimensions (corner posts included): Approx Length - 140 cm | Approx Width - 77 cm
Available in a range of height variations (from floor to top of the cot rail) - 105 cm (our standard height), 100 cm, 95
cm, 91 cm.
Available raw and standard or finished with natural plant based oil. (Please note that we no longer do the Gloss
White as pictured, however this is available from Livos to be able to apply yourself, to a raw finish cot.
Minimal glue used. Dries rock-hard so no out-gassing.

ASSEMBLY: For assembly instructions please download: Cot assembly instructions

OILING YOUR HARDWOOD FURNITURE: We source our oils from Livos who have a range of other colours, you may
choose to purchase raw and sanded and apply the oils yourself, here is a link to the Livos website: Livos
AUSTRALIA-WIDE DELIVERY: All Organature furniture, beds, mattresses, futons, bed bases and toppers are
professionally delivered right throughout Australia by a specialist courier service. These items are carefully packaged and
sent from our hygienic factory in Victoria and freight is charged according to your postcode. This cost is not included in
your online order, and we will contact you to confirm the delivery charge. You are welcome to get a quote for
shipping before placing your order. If you select 'Pick up from store' - this will still incur a $50 fee for transport from our
craftsman/factory to our shop in Newhaven.
RECOMMENDED ORGANIC COTTON MATTRESSES AND FUTONS: This cot is perfectly suited with these:



Cot Innerspring Organic Cotton Mattress (130×69 cm). Approx. 12cm side walls.
Cot Futon Organic Cotton Mattress (130 x 69 cm). Approx. 10cm deep.

REVIEW: Jessica Hirst |
|29/02/2016 | I just wanted to write you a very belated thank you for my babies cot!
My mum saved up for ages to buy it for him as she believes strongly about your principals of being chemical free. My son
loves his cot, he sleeps through the night every night and I've had no problems with it at all. It was easy to assemble and
the sheets wash like a dream. The sheets are so soft and smell beautiful, I want to get into the cot and snuggle in with
him!
REVIEW: Kelly |
|9/10/2015 | My baby girl was born in April 2014 and prior to that had sourced a bargain cot
furniture set (cot, change table, and drawers)... Then when she came and I thought about how strong that junky cheap set
smelt (kind of like a chemical factor if you left the door shut), I ditched it quick smart after researching everywhere I could
for a truly safe product. I definitely found the wow factor and safety in this cot. The smell of the hardwood when it arrived
was AMAZING and I knew the wood was coated in one of the few products guaranteed to be safe in Australia (would you
believe it, no manufacturers care about that aspect except the few gems like Organature). Finally it looks absolutely
beautiful. Simple, classy, and safe. Thank you so much Organature for doing what you do, and to anyone considering this
cot, it is absolutely worth the investment.

Organic Nursery Package Deal - Futon Mattress with quilt
Organic Nursery Package Deal – Futon Mattress with blanket
Organic Nursery Package Deal – Innerspring with blanket
Organic Nursery Package Deal - Innerspring with quilt
AUSTRALIAN MADE 100% Organic
We have some great deals at Organature for the BABY NURSERY.
RECOMMENDED BY: Organic Baby Nursery Australia.

From the Creators of the Australian Organic Baby Nursery™
This cot caters for FOUR different stages of growth with 2 height positions
as per productsafety.gov.au. Top position provides a depth to use as bassinet, next down is the normal height when baby
is ready to leave the bassinet and is the regulation when baby stands. Then a toddler bed can be created by removing
one of the side panels. Available in a range of height variations (from floor to top of the cot rail) - 105 cm (our standard
height), 100 cm, 95 cm, 91 cm.
Please refer to the following sizing of the cot:



Overall Size (mm) 1392 (L) x 763 (W) x 1052 (H)
Mattress Size recommended (mm) 1300 (L) x 690 (W) x 120 (H)

The cot slat base for a standard 1050 mm height cot sits from floor to lowest level 315 mm, to highest level 540 mm
(height difference is 225 mm).
Our cot complies with the requirements of the COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA.
Consumer Protection Notice No. 6 of 2005 – Please click the following link to view our Certification Organature Cot
Commonwealth of Australia Consumer Protection Notice No 6 of 2005 Consumer Product Safety Standard Childrens
Household Cots Certification. Manufactured to comply with Australian Cot Standards AS/NZS/2172

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT OTHER BABY COTS AND CRADLES SOLD IN AUSTRALIA: Did you know that
most conventional wooden furniture is made using toxic glues and finishes? Imported timber must be fumigated before it
can enter the country.
Most cots and cradles sold in Australia are imported, the majority are made in China. One cot we researched is made in
Australia from imported timber, these timbers ARE fumigated. Some suppliers of cots are claiming made with ‘Australian
timber’, this may be true but they send the timber to China to produce the furniture more economically! What happens
when it’s returned back to Australia? Australian quarantine regulations requires fumigation of timber and timber
products. Fumigation chemicals are harmful to health, and a possible cause of SIDS. Some cots and cradles are also
made here with MDF, full of formaldehyde, another cause of SIDS? Glued and finished with petro chemical paint and
stain, another cause of SIDS? — It’s not worth the chance.
ORGANIC BABY NURSERY AUSTRALIA: Because of this, we found it necessary to manufacture our own
AUSTRALIAN HARDWOOD TIMBER FURNITURE from local Victorian Mountain Ash. NO Toxic chemicals, NO MDF, NO
Chipboard, NO Chemical Paint and NO Toxic Glues are used during any part of the manufacturing process. There is no
fumigation used in the processing of any of our timber products. There are no harmful chemicals to out-gas in either the
construction of our furniture or in the finish either.
All Organature® Bed Linen and Hardwood Furniture is toxin-free and Proudly MADE IN AUSTRALIA where we
guarantee the purity of the manufacturing process from start to finish ... we confidently call it 100% Organic.
REVIEW: Kelly |
|9/10/2015 | I am so happy with everything in this package. It is a great starter package,
especially because it sets you up to look after your organic mattress properly... Onto the mattress. Words cannot express
the peace of mind this mattress will give you. It is worth every $$$ that you spend. Did you notice how much babies love
to sleep on their tummies with their face on the side and nose/mouth just above the mattress. Think about what they are
breathing in. You have this mattress which is pure organic cotton bliss, then you have the average mattress with horrible
synthetic materials and the chemicals they are treated with. Couple that with a tiny little babies respiratory system and
body. Do your research, minimise the risks wherever you can. I did my research and the safety and quality that
Organature provides is exactly what I was looking for.

Cot Innerspring Organic Baby Mattress AUSTRALIA
Organature® Organic Baby Mattress Australia
100% Safety Record
We know - We Checked
This Cot Innerspring Mattress is available in various cot
sizes and made using the purest 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton Fabric and Filling.
RECOMMENDED BY: Organic Baby Nursery Australia.
Our mattresses and futons are NOT waterproofed. Water-proofing is achieved with a plasticizing or chemical treatment
and as we believe that chemicals contribute to a wide range of health issues, including asthma, eczema, attention deficit
and especially Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), we will not use it. However, along with our organic mattress
protectors and organic mattress overlays or organic mattress protector pads, you are guaranteed to have the BEST
ORGANIC WATER RESISTANT product that's currently available in Australia today ... and the safest!
INNERSPRING MATTRESS APPROXIMATE COT SIZES:







Cot 65 (1280 × 650 mm) MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Cot 69 (1300 × 690 mm)
Cot 75 (1300 × 750 mm)
Cot 77 (1320 × 770 mm)
Cot 70 (1400 x 700 mm) MADE TO ORDER ONLY
OR to your size specifications MADE TO ORDER ONLY

Approx.12 cm side walls.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT BABY BEDDING SOLD IN AUSTRALIA:
Did you know that frequently present in conventional baby cot mattresses and bedding are *High Volatile Organic
compounds (VOCs) like phosphorus, arsenic and antimony, and nerve toxins like formaldehyde, benzene and
toluene? Whether they be in the petroleum based, Polyethylene foam, the petroleum and chlorine based Vinyl or
PVC used for waterproofing (a known carcinogen, let alone, one of the most environmentally unfriendly plastics used
today), or the petroleum based Fire Retardants ... separately or together ... they make up a toxic soup that is linked
to immune suppression, hormone disruption, developmental delays, learning and memory problems, behavior changes,
and cancer.
When your baby can sleep for up to 18 hours a day, do you really want them inhaling these chemicals? These chemicals
off gas and also heat up during sleep, therefore intensifying the toxic effects.
WHAT NOT TO DO:







For the best start possible, avoid using conventional bedding no matter how 'natural' they claim it to be, unless it is
certified organic to conform with Global Organic Textile Standards (GOTS).
Don't sleep them on conventional cots, cradles, trundles or beds that are imported from other countries or made
from imported timber (all must be fumigated before arriving in the country).
Beware of toxic glues, paints and finishes. They might not (noticeably) negatively effect an adult, but all these
chemicals produce a gas that most of us get so accustomed to smelling, we forget it's even there.
Mattresses should NOT be placed directly on to the floor as they need to 'breathe'. Our Organic Cotton is a natural
product that needs airflow as it is a breathing product. This in turn allows your body to breath comfortably and
release toxins while you sleep.
It is important to note that baby mattresses are NOT put on to a flexi slat base. A bed base should be firm. The use
of ‘box frame’ bases is also not suitable because of the irregularities in the sizing of mattress due to puffiness of
cotton.

WHAT TO DO INSTEAD: It is for this reason that we recommend the mattress be supported by a hardwood slat cot or
bed base MADE IN AUSTRALIA from Australian Timber, without toxic glues, fumigation, MDF or finishes. These allow
the mattress to receive continual air flow that helps dissipate unhealthy toxins picked up by the body during the day, and

release them from the body naturally during sleep. See our thoughtfully designed range of non toxic 100% Organic Cot,
Cradle and Hardwood Bed Bases.
PLEASE NOTE: Latex products are NOT organic or 100% natural.
DOWNLOAD: The Truth About Latex Mattresses – CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE
Some people go nuts about BAMBOO PRODUCTS too because they are told that they are natural and anti-bacterial. But
bamboo fibres are converted with chemicals to produce the yarn. This makes the process ’man-made’ and therefore
synthetic, not natural and certainly not certified organic.
READ MORE: From The Organic Baby Nursery AUSTRALIA
FIND OUT: Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option – CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE
WHAT OTHER PEOPLE HAVE TO SAY:
REVIEW: Kerry |
|9/10/2015 | Words cannot express the peace of mind this mattress will give you. It is worth
every $$$ that you spend. Did you notice how much babies love to sleep on their tummies with their face on the side and
nose/mouth just above the mattress. Think about what they are breathing in. You have this mattress which is pure organic
cotton bliss, then you have the average mattress with horrible synthetic materials and the chemicals they are treated with
(which we often just don't know about as of course they don't advertise that bit). Couple that with a tiny little babies
respiratory system and body. Do your research, minimise the risks wherever you can. I did my research and the safety
and quality that Organature provides is exactly what I was looking for. I love thia organic mattress!!!
REVIEW: Dianne |
| 20/08/2013 | We are really pleased with this mattress. We also purchased the cot and
being a first time Mum, I was worried how he would go transitioning from the small cradle to the cot but he slept, well, like
a baby!! Mum, Dad and baby boy all very pleased! I highly recommend the innerspring mattress and the cot. I love that my
little man has a 100% organic bed. I smile every time I walk past it.
REVIEW: Luciana |
| 01/04/2013 | I LOVE LOVE LOVE this mattress! Worth every cent & definitely value for
money. Highly recommend to anyone. The service was also lovely. Thank you :-).

Cot Futon Organic Cotton Mattress AUSTRALIA
Our futon mattresses are made from 100% GOTS certified Organic fabric
and filling.
Our futons were originally intended to satisfy the
needs of very chemically sensitive people whose
everyday health and wellbeing depend on a non-toxic
nights sleep above all else. If after reading this you
are still sure a futon mattress is what you are looking for be aware and
prepared for the extra maintenance required because if the regime of
regular turning and airing is not strictly followed by you, then we cannot be
held responsible. Any size futon mattress, including cradle and cot, must
be used on both sides and requires regular turning. It is imperative, that any size, is used on a hardwood slat base
bed/cot or cradle.
When using a cot, cradle or other size futon for a bed wetter (including the inevitable nappy leaks) ALWAYS layer
our mattress pads or OLD washed towels under the mattress protector and check/ wash and replace every day as none of
these products contain or are covered with waterproof material. However, they do provide the BEST water resistance than
any natural organic protector can provide.
Please also, take a moment to read our very important 'care' instructions below.
To allow for proper air circulation, for increased effectiveness of the health benefits gained when using these certified
organic products on a daily basis and to prevent mould and mildew forming, your organic cotton mattress/futon should
always be placed on a good quality slat bed base. We strongly recommend that you use one of our natural timber slat bed
bases in conjunction with your organic cotton mattress, which has been custom made in a healthy environment from
Australian plantation hardwood.
The Organature Futon mattresses are made from our carded (fluffed out) organic cotton and appear softer to begin with
but, as with all Natural fibres, the cotton compresses, creating a firm surface. Futon mattresses and toppers filled with

100% natural fibres such as cotton, wool, kapok, straw etc. are not the same as conventional futons and toppers; even
these different natural fibre filled ones vary in construction and sleeping. Conventional futon mattresses and toppers are
softer because they contain synthetic foam, memory foam, foamed rubber (incorrectly referred to as latex), or a
combination of these chemical laden products. Natural fibre futons are perfect for children as children are lighter in weight
and thus slowly compress the filling, adjusting to the firmer sleeping surface.
Free from dangerous toxic chemicals. (‘Non-iron’, ‘Easy care’, ‘Wrinkle free‘, ‘Permanent press’, ‘Ultra Fresh’,
'Water-proof' and ‘Flame proof’).
100% CERTIFIED ORGANIC COT FUTON APPROXIMATE SIZES: All Approx.10cm deep.





Cot 69 (1300 × 690 mm).
Cot 70 (1400 x 700 mm). MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Cot 75 (1300 x 750 mm). We’ve found that our Cot 77 Futon Mattress is suitable for a Cot 75.
Cot 77 (1320 × 770 mm).

REVIEW: Sandra Bitunjac |
loves her new mattress.

|09/09/2014 | Great product and great customer service. My 3 year old daughter

REVIEW: Meagan Zieba |
|19/08/2014 | I have two of these futons, a standard one and one that was made
to order to fit a non-standard bed frame. The mattresses are very comfortable and my children love them. The customer
service (particularly for the made-to-order mattress) was very good, and all the staff I spoke to were extremely helpful.
Delivery was quick and the mattresses were well packaged. I try to purchase Australian made products as much as
possible, so it was great to discover organic bedding made in Australia.
REVIEW: Beck Rodgers |
|11/03/2017 | I recently purchased a bed from you for my son, including futon
mattress and bedding, and I firstly wanted to say how great your product is. I was a little nervous about the futon mattress
being too hard but I introduced it as the “cloud bed” and it has brilliant! Additionally I want to say your sheets were great - I
think I could have put them straight on the bed without washing them first. No chemical smell there.

Mattress Overlay - Organic Fleece - all sizes
These mattress overlays are made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic
Cotton Fleece which is similar to sweater fabric. They sit on top of the
mattress and are bound around the edges in organic poplin. Certified
Organic Cotton fleece has a natural wax, which makes it water resistant,
so they are not totally waterproof, but combined with our Organic SuedeFlannel Mattress Protector they will give you maximum protection
achievable for a totally organic product, without needing to use a synthetic
or plastic protector. Available only in natural fleece, these overlays would
also make lovely organic blankets.

COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS:



Organic Suede-Flannel Mattress Protector which also sits on top of your mattress and tucks underneath like a fitted
sheet to keep everything in place.
An Organic Flannel Mattress Underlay which is generally used between the mattress and bed frame to protect your
mattress from discoloring due to the natural oils in the timber base, or even as an alternative to the mattress
protector.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS:
Wash in water no hotter than 30 degrees, as higher temperatures will wash out the wax more quickly. If soiled, use
vinegar in the washing water to remove odours. If very soiled use borax and follow directions on the pack.
APPROXIMATE BABY SIZES:




Bassinet/Cradle 46 x 90 cm.
Cot 69 x 130 cm.
Cot 77 x 130 cm.

Mattress Underlay - Certified Organic Suede Flannel - all sizes
100% Certified Organic Cotton. Made from our 100% Organic GOTS
certified Suede Flannel 280 fabric, our mattress underlay will
provide protection for your mattress, from the natural stain that can come
from a natural timber bed base.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: These underlays will shrink, mostly in length
during the first wash due to this these products have been made longer
and may seem too long for the mattress to begin. Machine washable at a
maximum temperature of 30 C and may be tumble dried on a warm
setting again at a maximum temperature of 30 C.
Available in all standard bed dimensions, approximate sizes are below:












Bassinet (44 x 90 cm )
Cradle (48 x 90 cm)
Cot 69 (1300 × 690 cm)
Cot 75-77 (1320 x 770 cm)
Single (910 × 1900 cm)
Single Long (910 × 2030 cm)
King Single (1070 × 2030 cm)
Double (1370 × 1900 cm)
Queen (1510 × 2030 cm)
King (1830 × 2030 cm)
Super King (2030 x 2030 cm)

Mattress Protector Pads - Organic Brushed Flannel - natural
Our Protector Pads are made from 100% GOTS Certified Brushed 280
gsm Flannel. They are a practical protective mat for your babies
bassinet/cradle or cot that is water resistant and perfect for that extra layer
of added protection. Made from 2 layers of our 100% Organic Brushed
Flannel. Available in Natural Only.
AVAILABLE SIZES:



 Small Square 1 pack – approx. 32 x 32 cm overlocked edge.
 Small Square 2 pack – approx. 32 x 32 cm overlocked edge.
 Large Square – approx. 70 x 70 cm bound with natural poplin.
Rectangle – approx. 40 cm x 75 cm unbound. Suitable for cradle, bassinet or pram.

Change Table Travel Mat - Organic Suede Flannel - natural
Change Table Travel Mat made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Suede
Flannel fabric. Lovely and soft change mat, that is water resistant and
perfect to have in your nappy bag. Made as a double layer of suede flannel
fabric, with a middle seam for easy travel and folding. Can be used as a
single long layer, or folded in half along the centre seam for extra protection
in one area of your change table. Available in Natural Only (No bleach/dye).
SIZE: Approx. 60 x 34 cm.
EDGE STYLE CHOICES:



Overlocked Edge – edged in overlocking stitching.
Bound Edge – bound in natural organic cotton binding.

Mattress Topper Australia - Certified Organic Fabric and Filling
- all sizes
Our Organic Cotton Mattress Toppers are made from
100% GOTS certified organic fabric and filling. These
are the cleanest, healthiest and best chemical-free
toppers and completely natural mattress boosters
currently available in Australia.
Mattress Toppers are similar to the Futon Mattress but approx 5 cm thick.
They are ideal for extra protection for your mattress or for extra warmth.
Organic cotton toppers are NOT the same as conventional toppers. Unlike
conventional Cotton Toppers, (which are allowed to have 5% undisclosed
filling), ours do not have any chemical filled foam or latex to give them a softer feel. As cotton does not have any memory
(like foam or latex), they will not spring back into their original form.
Natural fibre futons and toppers are perfect for children as children are lighter in weight and thus slowly compress the
filling, adjusting to the firmer sleeping surface. Please note, that as per all products made from natural fibre, our Organic
Cotton Topper will start off quite full and soft but very quickly become very flat and firm.
All our mattresses and toppers are individually handmade, we only use certified organic cotton in its purest state, and
none of our products are fumigated due to medical exemptions in order for your health, comfort and peace of mind. Free
from dangerous toxic chemicals like those used to create waterproofing, insect proofing and flame proofing. Your health
and well-being is our priority! For further information on this please refer to our FAQs page.
AVAILABLE COT SIZES:



Cot 69 (690 x 1300 mm). Depth approx. 7 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Cot 75 ( 750 x 1300 mm) Depth approx. 7 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.

Children and adult sizes are also available.

Cot Sized Trundle Bed (toddler trundle) – AUSTRALIAN
MADE 100% Organic
Perfect as a toddler bed, this petite trundle on castors (2 of the wheels are
lockable), fits our standard Cot 69 (130 x 69 cm) innerspring or futon
mattress. MADE TO ORDER in Organature's workshop using Australian
hardwood. Using timber without chemical fumigation.



 Bed Bases are supplied flat packed.
 Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly.
 Minimal glue used, dries rock hard so NO out-gassing.
 Suitable for Cot Sized Futon Or Innerspring (see below)
Not available without Castors or Legs - as the mattress needs to breath.

The trundle frames are made with 90 x 19 mm 100% Mountain Ash hardwood, first grade, obtained from a local mill
avoiding maximum carbon footprints. The slat base is made with 65 x 19 mm 100% Mountain Ash hardwood, standard
grade, with spaces between slats to allow maximum airflow. The slat base is made as two separate frames to avoid slat
movement the slats are nailed to provide extra strength and provide extra stability to the frame.The trundle can be
provided with locking castors or short legs, it cannot lay directly on the ground as that prevents airflow.
Minimal commercial glue is used; natural glues used many years ago are not available; “Peter who is chemical sensitive”
has tried this glue and does not get any adverse re-actions. Where this glue is used, it is only positioned between timbers
and dries rock hard within 5-10 minutes. The combination of fast drying and positioning between timbers avoids any
chemical out-gassing.
OPTIONAL COT FUTON OR INNERSPRING MATTRESS SUGGESTION: These fit the Toddler Trundle perfectly.
Cot Futon Mattress 130 x 69 cm – Certified Organic Fabric and Filling
Cot Innerspring Mattress 130 x 69 cm – Certified Organic Fabric and Filling

Hardwood Change Table - Marley - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Baby change table with 2 shelves for useful storage space which includes an
Organic Cotton Top Mattress to lie baby on.




Height 98 cm.
Floor Space 52 cm (Width) x 81 cm (Length).
Change Mat Area 73 x 46 cm.

RECOMMENDED EXTRAS: Sheet or Mattress Protector can be purchased
as a separate item.
MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop with Natural Australian hardwood.




Using timber without chemical fumigation.
Minimal glue used, dries rock hard so NO out gassing.
Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly.

ORGANIC TIMBER FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant and mineral based oil. You may also
choose to purchase raw and sanded and apply the oils yourself, here is a link to the Livos website.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT TIMBER FURNITURE SOLD IN AUSTRALIA: Did you know that most conventional
wooden furniture is made using toxic glues and finishes? Imported timber must be fumigated before it can enter the
country. Almost all timber furniture, cots, cradles, chests, bunks and beds sold in Australia ARE imported.
All Organature® Bed Linen, Beds, Bunks, Cots, Trundles and Hardwood Furniture is chemical-free, toxin-free, additivefree. NO Harmful chemicals, NO MDF, NO Chipboard, NO Chemical Paint and NO Toxic Glues are used during any part
of the manufacturing process. Proudly MADE IN AUSTRALIA where we can guarantee the purity of the manufacturing
process from start to finish … so we can confidently call it 100% Organic.
TO FIND OUT MORE: Please read Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option.

Hardwood Change Table - Sophie - AUSTRALIAN MADE
100% Organic
Baby change table with 2 shelves, 1 drawer and lotion 'caddy' at opposite
end for extra storage. Includes Organic Cotton Top Mattress.




Height 98 cm.
Floor Space 52 cm Width x 99 cm (Length).
Change Mat Area 73 x 46 cm.

RECOMMENDED EXTRAS: Mattress Sheet or Mattress Protector can be
purchased as a separate item.
MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop with Natural Australian hardwood.




Using timber without chemical fumigation.
Minimal glue used, dries rock hard so NO out gassing.
Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly.

DELIVERY: All Organature furniture, beds, mattresses, futons, bed bases and toppers are professionally delivered right
throughout Australia by a specialist courier service. These items are carefully packaged and sent from our hygienic factory
in Victoria and freight is charged according to your postcode. This cost is not included in your online order, and we will
contact you to confirm quote prices. Feel free to email us to get a quote price before placing your order. If you select 'Pick
up from store' - this will still incur a $50 fee for transport from our craftsman/factory to our shop in Newhaven.
HEALTHY FURNTIURE: All Organature® Bed Linen, Beds, Bunks, Cots, Trundles and Hardwood Furniture is chemicalfree, toxin-free, additive-free. NO Harmful chemicals, NO MDF, NO Chipboard, NO Chemical Paint and NO Toxic Glues
are used during any part of the manufacturing process. Proudly MADE IN AUSTRALIA where we can guarantee the purity
of the manufacturing process from start to finish … so we can confidently call it 100% Organic.
TO FIND OUT MORE: Please read Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option.

Organic Cotton Bassinet, Cradle, Pram Mattress - MADE TO
ORDER
These futon style mattresses are made to order to your size requirements
in the Organature hygienic sewing room from 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton. The natural outer fabric contains no dyes or bleaches.
The filling is 100%, air cleaned GOTS Certified Organic Cotton. It is totally
safe for baby and contains no formaldehyde or flame retardant chemicals,
no nerve toxins, absolutely no additives, just the ultimate, purest organic
product available.
MADE TO ORDER SPECIAL SIZES/SHAPE: Oval or rectangle.

Pram / Stroller Liner – Certified Organic Cotton Fabric & Filling
These versatile quilted cotton liners which are made from 100% GOTS
Certified Cotton are perfect for that extra organic layer in your
stroller. Available in Natural only (no bleach/no dye) – quilted style
rectangle, poplin outer with bound edges and soft cotton filling.
SIZES:




Small = 24 x 68 cm in size approx.
Medium = 32 x 90 cm in size approx.
Large = 47 x 105 cm in size approx.

Please note that there are no allowances for harnesses, ideal for a home sewer to add if required.

Hardwood Chest Of Drawers - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Solid Handcrafted Victorian Ash Hardwood Chest of 5 large drawers using
timber specially selected from managed plantations in Australia.
Purchased from a local mill to reduce carbon footprint. With No Harmful
chemicals, No MDF, No Chipboard, No Chemical Paint and No Toxic
Glues.
Comes with wooden handles unless otherwise requested. Backed with
100% Organic Calico.
WHY DO WE USE ORGANIC CALICO TO BACK THIS CHEST? Most
places will back timber chests with cheaper MDF as it's not seen, but MDF
or ply is put together with toxic glues. If we were to back with hardwood it would not only be super heavy but also way
more expensive and we find the calico is a gentle organic option.





Height 100 cm
Top 44 x 80 cm
Inside of drawers 63 x 34 cm
Depth of drawers 10 cm

MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop using Australian hardwood without chemical fumigation. Minimal glue used,
dries rock hard so NO out gassing. Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly.
ORGANIC FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant and mineral based oil. We source our oils from Livos
who have a range of other colours. You may also choose to purchase raw and sanded and apply the oils yourself, here is
a link to the Livos website.
TO FIND OUT MORE: Please read Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option.

Fitted Sheet FOR BABIES - Organic Poplin - various colours
One Only Organic Cotton Fitted Sheet. Made in Australia from 100%
GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Poplin in a variety of delicious colours.
MEASUREMENTS BELOW IN CM:
 Cot Fitted Sheet – 77 x 132 x 20 cm wall
 Cradle Fitted Sheet – 48 x 94 x 10 cm wall
 Bassinet Fitted Sheet – 42 x 76 x 8 cm wall (we suggest if your
bassinet is larger than this size, to go up to Cradle Size)
This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe fabric, similar to Percale but of a
greater quality. Suitable for most climates all year round and available in a range of colours and styles that form part of
our most popular Baby Nursery Australia plain dyed Organic Cotton Poplin Range.







Sheets Sets
Flat Sheets
Fitted Sheets
Pillowcases
Cushion Covers
Quilt Covers

Colours: Our Natural colour is NOT treated/bleached/or dyed in any way. None of our fabrics are finished with harmful and
toxic dye setters therefore some colour running and slight fading can occur, especially in the darker colours. As different
computers may display colours differently, the colour of the actual item may vary slightly from the images pictured. If you
are unsure about colours, please do not hesitate to contact us for samples.
(*Note that the Fitted Sheet is elasticated around the edges, to fit comfortably on all mattress depths. Cradle and Bassinet
sizes are elasticated at ends only to avoid mattress rising.)

Flat Sheet FOR BABIES - Organic Poplin - various colours
One Only Cuffed Flat Sheet. Made in Australia from 100% GOTS
Certified Organic Cotton Poplin in a variety of delicious colours.

Measurements below in approx. cm:




Cot Cuffed flat sheet – 120 x 160 cm
Cradle Cuffed flat sheet – 94 x 109 cm
Bassinet Cuffed flat sheet – 75 x 83 cm

This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe fabric, similar to Percale but of a
greater quality. Suitable for most climates all year round.

Pillowcase FOR BABIES - Organic Poplin - various colours
One only Pillowcase for Cot/Travel size. (Not Cuffed). Made in Australia
from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Poplin in a variety of delicious
colours.
MEASUREMENTS IN APPROXIMATE CENTIMETERS:


Cot/Travel Size 38 x 60 cm

This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe fabric, similar to Percale but of a
greater quality. Suitable for most climates all year round.

Baby Pillow - Certified Organic Cotton Fabric and Filling - cot
size
Our Organic Cotton Pillows are made in Australia with 100% certified GOTS
organic cotton fabric and filling. No synthetic fibres to cause perspiration. No
nasty chemicals for little bodies to inhale.
Approximate Size: Cot/Travel – approx. 300 gram filling 37 x 58 cm.
Please Also See These Organic Pillows:



ORGANIC COTTON PILLOWS ALL SIZES (firm).
ORGANIC LUXURY SILK/COTTON PILLOWS ALL SIZES (soft).

Cot Quilt - Certified Organic Cotton Fabric and Filling
Organic Cotton Cot Quilt - available in Summer Weight Only (winter weight
is not necessary for little ones). Our Certified Organic Cotton quilts (also
known as Duvet or Doona) are made with 100% GOTS certified organic
cotton fabric and filling. Our quilts are light weight, cosy and comfortable. No
synthetic fibres to cause perspiration. No nasty chemicals against little
bodies.
Summer weight, approx 240 grams per m2.
Cot size is approx. 100 x 130 cm.
Also available for bigger beds. See https://organature.com/shop/quilt-doona-summer-weight-certified-organic-cotton/

Fitted Sheets - Cream Organic Cosy Flannel - VARIOUS SIZES
One Cream Cosy Flannel Fitted Sheet made in Australia from 100%
GOTS certified organic fabric.
This beautiful organic fabric is super soft and fluffy. Perfect for warming up
on those chilly winter nights. Our cosy flannel fabrics are a brushed
organic cotton – not a flannelette – so there are no itchy or sneezy fibres
to irritate anyone, and they are about 280 – 285 gsm. Some people may
even call it luxury organic flannelette. To allow for shrinkage these fitted
sheets have been made slightly larger. Cream Cosy is a very light cream
non-harmful dyed fabric.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THIS LUXURY COSY FLANNEL RANGE:
Sheet Sets – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Fitted Sheets – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Flat Sheets – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Quilt Covers – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Pillowcases – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Cushion Cover – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel

Flat Sheet - Cream Organic Cosy Flannel - VARIOUS SIZES
One Cream Cosy Flannel Flat Sheet made in Australia from 100%
GOTS certified organic fabric. This beautiful organic fabric is super soft
and fluffy. Perfect for warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our cosy
flannel fabrics are a brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette – so there
are no itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are about 280 –
285 gsm. Some people may even call it luxury organic flannelette. To
allow for shrinkage, the fitted sheet, flat sheet and pillowcases have been
made slightly larger. Cream Cosy is a very light cream non-harmful dyed
fabric.

Pillowcases - Cream Organic Cosy Flannel - VARIOUS SIZES
Cream Cosy Flannel Assorted Pillowcases made in Australia from
100% GOTS certified organic fabric. This beautiful organic fabric is
super soft and fluffy. Perfect for warming up on those chilly winter nights.
Our cosy flannel fabrics are a brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette –
so there are no itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are
about 280 – 285 gsm. Some people may even call it luxury organic
flannelette. To allow for shrinkage the Pillowcases have been made
slightly larger. The pillowcase is sewn with a turn through and bound open
edge. Cream Cosy is a very light cream non-harmful dyed fabric.

Quilt Cover - Organic Raw Cosy Flannel - ALL SIZES
Raw Cosy Flannel Quilt Cover made in Australia from 100% GOTS
certified organic fabric and bound with Organic Poplin.
This fabric is super soft and fluffy. Perfect for warming up on those chilly
winter nights. Our cosy flannel fabrics are a brushed organic cotton – not
a flannelette – so there are no itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate anyone,
and they are about 280 – 285 gsm.
This fabric is also raw, which means it is un-dyed, un-bleached, un-treated
and has natural flecks in the colouration. The perfect choice for people
wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.

Organic Cotton Breast Pads - 2 Pack
Our reusable breast pads provide a healthy environmentally friendly
alternative to disposable pads.
Made from 100% GOTS certified cotton they are soft and breathable and
are super soft and fluffy with no harmful chemicals.
Organic Cotton is soft, pure and gentle on your nipple.
Pack of 2 nursing pads which measure 14cm diameter.

Versatile Wipes (cloths) - CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON
Made from our 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Fleece, Flannel or
Corduroy. Versatile Wipes are very useful. They can be used as to
remove make up, as travel wipes for babies and kids hands and faces.
The Organic Flannel 280 wipes make terrific kitchen wipes and dust
cloths. All colours in the Organic Fleece are produced with low impact dye
and are also 100% GOTS Certified Organic.
ORGANIC FLANNEL 280 is available in Natural only and in 2 sizes Small 10 pack (size approx. between 20 cm to 30 cm squares). Large 5
Pack or 10 Pack (approx. 30 cm to 40 cm squares) - with overlocked
edges. Terrific kitchen wipes and dust cloths.
ORGANIC FLEECE. Size is between 20 cm to 30 cm squares (small), and 30 cm to 40 cm squares (large) with
overlocked edges. Available in assorted coloured 5 or 10 packs. If you require Natural Fleece (light weight) that is un-dyed
and un-bleached or our Raw Cosy Flannel (winter weight), follow this link to our Organic Baby Wipes.
ORGANIC CORDUROY versatile wipes available in 10 packs. Small size approx. 20 x 20 cm. These would be perfect for
use with natural face scrubs, due to their textured surface, or for use in the kitchen. Natural only.
REVIEW: Robyn Goulding |
| 08/01/2015 | I recently purchased the Versatile Wipes for my 7 Yr old female
Labrador dog to use as a soft wipe for her face. She had a Mast Cell Tumour diagnosis last year and suffers with ulcers
under her chin occasionally. So I needed something that would be gentle and effective to mop her chin after her water
bowl drinks. The versatile wipes are the best thing. They are so gentle and she doesn't mind in the least when I touch her
chin now and waits until I have mopped her chin dry. Before I had a non-organic cotton washer and whilst she would let
me wipe her chin she would move away as soon as possible. I also tried one for my makeup removal and I was pleasantly
surprised at the smoothness and gentle effectiveness in removing even eye makeup and mascara. I'm a qualified beauty
therapist and I have not had anything that did not drag on the skin especially around the delicate eye area before using
the versatile wipes. Just a beautiful feel on the skin. Thank you Peter and Team.

Baby Sleep Sack - Organic Fleece - various colours
Made from our 100% GOTS Certified Organic Fleece, these sleep sacks
are great to keep baby covered during the night as they can't kick it
off. The Fleece is warm and cosy, yet cool enough in Summer as it allows
your babies body to breathe.
Great in Winter over a babygrow, or in Summer just over the nappy. They
have a pearl stud on each shoulder opening, but are otherwise enclosed
at the bottom and all around to keep baby snug, yet not tight to allow for
some natural, free movement.
Available in a range of colours including natural, which is unbleached and
undyed for those who are wanting the most allergy-free and sensitivity-free garment they can possibly get.

Organic Cotton Blankets - Light Weight Fleece - various colours
Our Luxury Blankets for adults, children and babies are made from 100%
GOTS Certified Organic Fleece and are ideal during Summer or as an
additional blanket for extra warmth on those colder nights. Cosy luxury
without overheating. It's a little like a high quality windcheater or fleece
track pant fabric (for want of a better description), fluffy one side and
smooth the other. It feels nothing like scratchy wool ... but soft and gentle
... in fact it's really nice to snuggle up in and have next to your skin.
COLOURS: Natural, Pink, White, Cafe Latte, Mint, Black, Slate and
Moonlight AVAILABLE SIZES – From toy blanket, bassinet and cot sizes, all the way through to super queen and super king.

Organic Cotton Koala Print - Sheets, Cushion and Quilt Covers Mint or Natural
‘Koala’ - NOT just for the Little Kids
Our latest design for Children’s and Adults bedlinen and curtain fabric,
Koala is made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton without those
bold and garish colours to keep the little ones awake at night. Koala
comes in two beautiful, subtle colour ways:
Natural and Mint

Both are also suitable to mix and match with our plain dyed flat sheets, fitted sheets, sheets sets, pillowcases, cushion
covers and quilt covers Natural and Mint which are also made from 100% Certified Organic Cotton Poplin. The Poplin is a
lighter weight deluxe fabric, suitable for most climates all year round.





Sheets and Sheet Sets are available in Cot, Cot 77, Single and King Single sizes.
Quilt Covers are available in Cot, Single, King Single, Queen and King sizes.
Quilt Cover Sets are available in Cot, Single, King Single, Queen and King sizes. Cot, Single and King Single
come with ONE Pillowcase, Queen and King come with TWO Pillowcases.
Cushion Covers 40 x 40 cm are also available.

This gorgeous fabric is also sold by the metre.

Organic Cotton Baby Nappies - 12 or 6 Pack
Our baby nappies are made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic
Cotton. They are super soft and fluffy and made from an ideal fabric to put
next to your little babies sensitive skin. These could also be used to wipe
up spills, as burp cloths, mini-towels and more ...
Available in Natural only.
Approx. 70 x 70 cm

Nappy Liners - Organic Cotton - small or large
Organic Cotton nappy liners, made from our beautifully soft 100% GOTS
certified organic cotton fleece or organic terry towelling fabric. The liners
are designed to fit into a conventional reusable nappy: These comfortable
liners are safe and soft on your babies skin. Available as 1 only OR in
Packs of 4.
LARGE ORGANIC FLEECE: approx. 32 x 32 cm in size - when folded
approx. 12 x 35 cm. Available in Natural and White Fleece.
SMALL ORGANIC FLEECE: approx. 27 x 21 cm in size - when folded
approx.: 8 x 27 cm. Available in Natural and White Fleece.
LARGE ORGANIC TERRY TOWELLING: approx. 10 cm x 45 cm. Available in Natural Organic Terry Towelling
SMALL ORGANIC TERRY TOWELLING: approx. 10 cm x 40 cm. Available in Natural Organic Terry Towelling.

BOOMERANG PILLOW – Luxury Organic Silk Cotton (soft)
Our Luxury Boomerang pillows are made with 100% Certified Organic
Cotton fabric and 100% Silk Cotton filling and are medium soft to medium
firm to sleep on depending on how much filling you keep inside the
covering. No synthetic fibres, no polyesters, no additives to cause
perspiration. Ideal for neck support while reading, shoulder support when
lying on your side and for nursing mothers to breastfeed in a more
comfortable way, without tiring out arms. Some filling can be removed to
make it even easier to bend and scrunch to adjust to the desired position.
Because our pillows are made with 100% natural fibres, after time they
will compress down, so a quick daily fluffing is recommended (as you would with a feather / down pillow). Like in nature,
natural cotton is inconsistent. Sometimes the pillows can be ‘lofty’ to start with, and sometimes a little more settled. Nature
cannot be shaped into a consistent form unless man-made fibres and chemicals are added, which Organature WILL NOT
do. Pillows stuffed with silk-cotton act most like standard pillows. They have loft, can be fluffed, do not need to be
punched in the middle of the night and retain their shape well.
ABOUT THE OUTER COVERING: This pillow is made with natural organic cotton outer (un-dyed, unbleached, un-treated
fabric), with a zippered end. The zip is to allow you to take out filling to obtain the optimum comfort level and then allowing
you to re-fill if required.
ABOUT THE SILK-COTTON FILLING: “Silk” Cotton is a special strain of cotton. It is 100% Silk Cotton. Silk Cotton is the
same as Kapok and comes from the kapok tree. There is no ‘silk’ in the pillows. The silk-cotton fluff is actually buoyant
and was used in the designs for the first life jackets, that is, until synthetic foams came on the market. It feels similar to the
light weight feeling of down, but without the allergies and the loss of loft that go with feathers. The silk is luxurious to the
touch and a medium firm support when pillows are stuffed full, softer when some filling is removed and more air is able to
permeate the fibres.
The Silk-Cotton tree, (Bombax ceiba), is a native to the Asian tropics. It is an evergreen tree; not like the cotton plant. The
tree grows naturally in jungle country areas, it is not grown on organized farms and it grows in all types of soil. Natural

rainfall is enough for this tree to flourish. No artificial fertilizers, no pesticides, no herbicides are used; it is free from GMO
and is naturally clean because it grows high in the Silk-cotton tree. “Silk Cotton” is 100% True Organic. In India it is widely
used for pillow filling. India has a hot and humid climate and is similar to many parts of Australia. Like Organic Cotton the
Silk Cotton fibre helps to dissipate the heat from the human body and provides a sound sleep. Silk cotton is very soft and
has a luster like silk; hence it is called Silk cotton, there is no ‘silk’ content, there is no ‘cotton’ content, only Cotton Silk.

Do you like comfort, practicality and versatility? Here are a couple ideas to make them even more useful.



Neck support while reading.
Sleep on your side on one arm of the pillow and wrap your leg over the other arm for ultimate comfort. (Your mate
will thank you!)








Use one for your back and one lying down on your knees as a cushioned stand for a book, ipad, breakfast tray or
newspaper.
Prop up a baby (or a pet) in the nook of the boomerang pillow and take some cute photos.
Give several to the kids to make a soft cubby-house out of. And the bigger kids like them to sleep on as well.
Great for feeding babies too. (I breast-fed two sets of twins and couldn’t think of anything better).
Wrap around behind you and use as lower to mid- back support while sitting on a couch. Makes it easier to hold an
upright posture.
Use to elevate your knees when lying down to increase circulation to the brain.

The boomerang pillow is perfect for people who prefer to sleep on their sides instead of their back. The design helps ease
pain and stiffness in the neck or shoulders that often results from sleeping on your side without proper support. The
boomerang shape is also suitable for those with a larger, broader frame that have difficulty getting comfortable when
trying to get to sleep. Made from Luxury Organic Silk Cotton, you can happily stop worrying about those restless nights.
Not only is the shape delightful, but the case, cover, filling and pillow protector is: “Absolutely Purely Organic.”

BOOMERANG PILLOWCASE - Organic Poplin - natural or
white
Boomerang Pillowcase - made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Poplin
Cotton. Designed to fit our Organature Boomerang Pillows (standard
boomerang size). Made in Australia in our Organature Sewing Room.
Available in Natural and White ONLY. Natural colour is NOT bleached or
dyed in anyway.
Want the Boomerang Pillow Insert as well? Here it is ...
Want a Boomerang Pillow Protector too? Here it is ...

BODY PILLOW - Luxury Organic Silk Cotton
These Luxury pillows are made with 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
fabric and 100% Silk Cotton filling and are medium soft to medium firm to
sleep on depending on how much filling you keep inside the covering. No
synthetic fibres, no polyesters, no additives to cause perspiration.
Enjoy a comfortable and supportive night's sleep with our body pillow.
This full length pillow will bring an extra layer of cushioning to your bed,
and can be used to support a variety of sleeping positions. It is also ideal
for side sleepers, maternity sleeping, creating a barrier between the
sleeper and a wall, or simply relaxing in bed.
Our pillows are made with 100% natural fibres and after time they will compress down, so a quick daily fluffing is
recommended (as you would with a feather / down pillow). Like in nature, natural cotton is inconsistent. Sometimes the
pillows can be ‘lofty’ to start with, and sometimes a little more settled. Nature cannot be shaped into a consistent form
unless man-made fibres and chemicals are added, which Organature WILL NOT do. Pillows stuffed with silk-cotton act
most like standard pillows. They have loft, can be fluffed, do not need to be punched in the middle of the night and retain
their shape well.
ABOUT THE OUTER COVERING: This pillow is made with natural organic cotton outer (un-dyed, unbleached, un-treated
fabric), with a zippered end. The zip is to allow you to take out filling to obtain the optimum comfort level and then allowing
you to re-fill if required.
ABOUT THE SILK-COTTON FILLING: “Silk” Cotton is a special strain of cotton. It is 100% Silk Cotton. Silk Cotton is the
same as Kapok and comes from the kapok tree. There is no ‘silk’ in the pillows. The silk-cotton fluff is actually buoyant
and was used in the designs for the first life jackets, that is, until synthetic foams came on the market. It feels similar to the
light weight feeling of down, but without the allergies and the loss of loft that go with feathers. The silk is luxurious to the
touch and a medium firm support when pillows are stuffed full, softer when some filling is removed and more air is able to
permeate the fibres.

The Silk-Cotton tree, (Bombax ceiba), is a native to the Asian tropics. It is an evergreen tree; not like the cotton plant. The
tree grows naturally in jungle country areas, it is not grown on organized farms and it grows in all types of soil. Natural
rainfall is enough for this tree to flourish. No artificial fertilizers, no pesticides, no herbicides are used; it is free from GMO
and is naturally clean because it grows high in the Silk-cotton tree. “Silk Cotton” is 100% True Organic. In India it is widely
used for pillow filling. India has a hot and humid climate and is similar to many parts of Australia. Like Organic Cotton the
Silk Cotton fibre helps to dissipate the heat from the human body and provides a sound sleep. Silk cotton is very soft and
has a luster like silk; hence it is called Silk cotton, there is no ‘silk’ content, there is no ‘cotton’ content, only Cotton Silk.
APPROXIMATE SIZE: 48 x 150 cm approx. 1500 gram of filling.
WOULD YOU LIKE THE BODY PILLOW PILLOWCASE AS WELL? HERE IT IS ...
WOULD YOU LIKE A PILLOW PROTECTOR TOO? HERE IT IS ...

Baby Wipes - 100% Organic Cotton - small or large packs
These Natural wipes are great for the nursery and are soft and perfect to
use on even the most sensitive skin. 100% GOTS Certified Organic
Cotton wipes - available in a 10 and a 5 pack in small and large sizes.
With over-locked edges these measure between 20 cm to 30 cm square
(small), or approx. 30 cm to 40 cm square (large). In three fabric choices:
 Natural Organic Fleece (light weight un-dyed and un-bleached).
 Raw Organic Cosy Flannel (winter weight un-dyed and unbleached).
 Cream Organic Cosy Flannel (winter weight has a natural nonharmful dye).
You may also be interested in our Organic Versatile Wipes for kitchen use, removing makeup, as useful travel wipes and
cleaning hands and faces.

Baby Wrap - Certified Organic Cotton
Baby Wrap - made from soft and comfortable 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton Interlock.
These wraps are light weight, organic, gentle on baby skin and ideal for
any climate.
Approx. 80 x 80 cm with an overlocked edge.

Cradle Blanket - Organic Cotton Interlock
Cradle blankets made from our soft breathable 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton Interlock, light weight to keep your baby comfortable in
warmer weather.
Approx. size - 70 x 90 cm
Materials: 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Interlock with 100%
GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Poplin binding.
Currently available in Pink with Pink binding. Check our website for other
colours that may be in stock. (Please Note: As different computers may
display colours differently, the colour of the actual item may vary slightly from the images pictured. If you are unsure
about colours, please do not hesitate to contact us for samples.)

The Organic Bedroom
ORGANIC COTTON BEDROOM AUSTRALIA: All Organature® sheets, quilts, covers, cushions, pillows, protectors,
mattresses and futons are made with 100% GOTS Certified Fabric and Filling to Global Organic Textiles Standard. This is
your guarantee of purity. But Organature, as a family owned Australian Business offers even more than purity; we go to
great lengths to provide you with cleaner, healthier, chemical-free goods and with higher quality production standards than
what any certifications stipulate. Why? Well it all stems from a very personal reason … READ MORE.
YOUR HEALTHY BEDROOM STARTS HERE: For a restful night’s sleep FREE from dangerous chemicals, avoid
using conventional bedding that has fire retardants, water-proofing, harmful glues or dyes. Some are sold as ‘Non-Iron’,
‘Easy Care’, ‘Wrinkle Free‘, ‘Permanent Press’, ‘Ultra Fresh’, ‘Water-proof’ and ‘Flame proof’. They might sound good, but
these are all chemical additives. If you sleep on products made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton fabric and
filling instead, you can be at peace knowing for sure you are NOT breathing in any toxic fumes.
PLEASE NOTE: Latex products are NOT organic or 100% natural.
DOWNLOAD: The Truth About Latex Mattresses – CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE
Some people go nuts about BAMBOO PRODUCTS too because they are told that they are natural and anti-bacterial. But
bamboo fibres are converted with chemicals to produce the yarn. This makes the process ’man-made’ and therefore
synthetic, not natural and certainly not certified organic.
READ MORE: Facts, Fiction, Misconceptions & Myths Revealed – CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE
FIND OUT: Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option – CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE
RECOMMENDATIONS: If you are just starting out buying organic products to improve your health and general well-being,
we recommend you begin with THE BEDROOM where you spend most of your time sleeping, and with the items that are
closest to your skin. Certified organic filled pillows, organic cotton sheets, quilts, blankets, clothing, towels and bathrobes
are a good start. If you are saving up to buy an ORGANIC INNERSPRING MATTRESS or ORGANIC COTTON FUTON,
a comfortable Mattress Topper (similar to the Futon but approx. 5 cm thick) might be a useful alternative in the interim.

NON-TOXIC BEDROOM FURNITURE AUSTRALIA: Assist your immune system even more by purchasing one of our
AUSTRALIAN-MADE 100% Organic Hardwood Timber BEDS, BUNKS, TRUNDLES which are thoughtfully made in rural
South Gippsland using Victorian Mountain Ash from managed plantations. With No Harmful chemicals, No MDF, No
Chipboard, No Chemical Paint and No Toxic Glues.
*Please note that under the Health Act, Pillows, Underlays, Quilts, Bed Toppers, Mattresses and Pillow Protectors are
NON-REFUNDABLE unless faulty.
ORGANIC BEDROOM FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/bedroom/

Organic Blankets
ABOUT THE ORGANIC BLANKETS: The latest addition to our Organic bedroom range is the soft and snuggly ORGFLEECE BLANKET, made naturally from all Organic cotton. A wonderful alternative on the warmer nights when a quilt
gives too much warmth, yet a sheet alone is not enough. Use for extra cosiness for when the frost hits or snuggle up while
watching your favourite TV program.
THE COLOUR RANGE: Our ORGANIC COTTON BLANKETS are available in 6 lovely colours (natural, pink, cafe latte,
slate blue, white and light blue) and in all sizes. The Cot size and Bassinet / Cradle size makes an ideal ‘receiving blanket’
for the newest member of your family. They are lovingly made in our own workroom in South Gippsland Victoria.
Also available in this beautiful soft fleece are Mattress Overlay Protectors, Baby Sleep Sacks, Children’s Dressing Gowns
and Versatile Cloths.
ORGANIC BLANKETS FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/bedroom/blankets/

Organic Cotton Blankets - Light Weight Fleece - various colours
Our Luxury Blankets for adults, children and babies are made from 100%
GOTS Certified Organic Fleece and are ideal during Summer or as an
additional blanket for extra warmth on those colder nights.
Cosy luxury without overheating.
This light-weight organic fleece is a little like a high quality windcheater or
fleece track pant fabric (for want of a better description), fluffy one side
and smooth the other. It feels nothing like scratchy wool ... but soft and
gentle ... in fact it's really nice to snuggle up in and have next to your skin.
HOW TO KNOW IF A QUILT OR BLANKET IS BEST FOR YOU
An Organic Cotton Summer Quilt with a light organic blanket will probably be ideal most of the year. On those cold nights
use both; during mild nights use a Quilt. Lightweight Organic Fleece Blankets are perfect for those nights when a quilt is
too much and a sheet is not enough. A Winter Quilt may be required by those who really feel the cold.
AVAILABLE SIZES - These sizes in centimeters are approximate.










Super King (also suitable for King) 260 x 240 cm (Made to Order)
Queen/King 230 x 230 cm
King Single, Double and Single Long 180 x 230 cm
Single 160 x 210 cm
Cot 90 x 140 cm
Cot Large / Throw Rug 120 x 160 cm
Bassinet/Cradle/Receiving 70 x 90 cm
Pram/Bunny Rug 60 x 80 cm
Toy Blanket 45 x 65 cm

COLOURS: Natural, Pink, White, Cafe Latte, Mint, Black, Slate and Moonlight - These might not be available in all sizes
and all colours. The Natural Fleece is also un-bleached and un-dyed for those who are extra careful about what they put
next to their skin. Natural, certified organic and unbleached is the ideal choice for people wanting to live as allergy-free
and sensitivity-free as possible.

Organic Mattresses & Futons
ALL ORGANATURE MATTRESSES AND FUTONS ARE MADE FROM 100% GOTS CERTIFIED ORGANIC FABRICS
AND FILLINGS: There’s a big difference between ‘natural’, ‘organic’ and truly chemical free ‘Certified Organic’.
Organature® Mattresses are unique to Australia, assembled and filled with the purest ingredients, manufactured to the
highest standards and with the cleanest transporting currently available in Australia. Here’s why …
Peter, our founder, suffered severely from Multiple Chemical Sensitivity (MCS) and Organature® was born out of a need
to alleviate his symptoms. The results from changing over to a 100% Organic Cotton and Australian Hardwood Bedroom
were so incredible, it inspired him to help others feel better by reducing their exposure to chemicals too, so we only work
with products that are safe for his use and with those he has fully researched and tested.
CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE EVERY AUSTRALIAN SHOULD READ: For a restful nights sleep FREE from
dangerous chemicals, avoid using conventional bedding that has fire retardants, water-proofing, harmful glues or dyes.
Some are sold as ‘Non-Iron’, ‘Easy Care’, ‘Wrinkle Free‘, ‘Permanent Press’, ‘Ultra Fresh’, ‘Waterproof’ and ‘Flame Proof’.
They might sound good, but these are all chemical additives. If you sleep on products made from 100% GOTS (Global
Organic Textile Standard) Certified Organic Cotton fabric and filling instead, you can be at peace knowing for sure, you
are NOT breathing in any toxic fumes.
IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT HEALTH AND WELL-BEING: Did you know that frequently present in conventional
mattresses and bedding are High Volatile Organic compounds (VOCs) like phosphorus, arsenic and antimony, and nerve
toxins like formaldehyde, benzene and toluene? Whether they be in the petroleum based, Polyethylene Foam, the
petroleum and chlorine based Vinyl or PVC used for waterproofing (a known carcinogen, let alone, one of the most
environmentally unfriendly plastics used today), or the petroleum based Fire Retardants … separately or together … they
make up a toxic soup that is linked to immune suppression, hormone disruption, developmental delays, learning and
memory problems, behavior changes, and cancer.
PLEASE NOTE: Latex products are NOT organic or 100% natural.

DOWNLOAD: The Truth About Latex Mattresses – CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE
Some people go nuts about BAMBOO PRODUCTS too because they are told that they are natural and anti-bacterial. But
bamboo fibres are converted with chemicals to produce the yarn. This makes the process ’man-made’ and therefore
synthetic, not natural and certainly not certified organic.
READ MORE: Facts, Fiction, Misconceptions & Myths Revealed – CONSUMER AWARENESS GUIDE
SLEEP BETTER – FEEL BETTER: Additives used in mainstream Mattress Production may not be harmful to the health
of the general population, but it’s especially important that people who are already susceptible to allergies, asthma,
attention deficit, depression or other sensitivities, reduce their exposure to toxins (usually ones you can’t even smell). We
know that removing chemicals from your sleeping environment is essential for optimizing your body’s ability to rejuvenate
itself.
DISCOUNTS: We offer 10% discount for the ONLINE purchase of 2 or more Innerspring Mattresses OR 2 or more Futon
Mattresses. No other discounts apply. *Not valid on MADE TO ORDER SIZES.
DELIVERY: All Organature mattresses, futons, bed bases and toppers are professionally delivered right throughout
Australia by a specialist courier service. These items are carefully packaged and sent from our hygienic factory in Victoria
and freight is charged according to your postcode. This cost is not included in your online order, and we will contact you to
confirm the delivery charge. If you select ‘Pick up from store’ – this will still incur a $50 fee for transport from our factory to
our shop in Newhaven. You are welcome to email us to get a quote for delivery before placing your order.
*Please note that under the Health Act, Pillows, Underlays, Quilts, Bed Toppers, Mattresses, Futons and Pillow Protectors
are NON-REFUNDABLE unless faulty.
FURTHER READING: Q’s & A’s About Mattresses & Futons … The Bassinet, Cradle, Pram Mattress … The Organature
Mattress & Futon … LIVING SAFE – Why I Choose To Sleep On A Certified Organic Cotton Mattress … LIVING SAFE –
The Link Between Flame Retardants And Thyroid Cancer
NON-TOXIC HARDWOOD BEDS: Please also see our range of Healthy Hardwood Timber Beds, Bunks, Sofas, Cots and
Trundles – AUSTRALIAN-MADE 100% Organic

Innerspring Mattresses - 100% Certified Organic Cotton
Our Innerspring Mattresses are made from 100% GOTS
Certified Organic fabric and filling. These are the cleanest,
healthiest and best chemical-free mattresses currently
available in Australia. A medium-firm to firm mattress with
quality springs for comfort and long life. Available in all
sizes and delivered directly to your home anywhere in
Australia.
For a comfortable nights sleep, FREE from dangerous toxic chemicals.
Manufactured with 100% GOTS Certified Organic Fabric and Filling.
100% SAFETY RECORD:
Our mattresses and futons are NOT waterproofed. Water-proofing is achieved with a plasticizing or chemical treatment
and as we believe that chemicals contribute to a wide range of health issues, including asthma, eczema, attention deficit
and especially Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS), we will not use it. However, along with our organic mattress
protectors and organic mattress overlays or organic mattress protector pads, you are guaranteed to have the BEST
ORGANIC WATER RESISTANT product that’s currently available in Australia today … and the safest!
An Organature mattress, as with any mattress, should NOT be placed directly on to the floor as they need to 'breathe'.
Our Certified Organic Cotton is a natural product that needs airflow as it is a breathing product. This in turn allows your
body to breathe and naturally rejuvenate itself from the toxins picked up from the environment during the day, releasing
them while you sleep, which is just one of the many benefits of the Organature mattress. It is for this reason also that we
recommend the mattress be supported by a hardwood slat bed base. These allow the mattress to get continual air flow
and assist your immune system even more. See our excellent range of non toxic Hardwood Bed Bases.
It is important to note that these mattresses are NOT put on to a flexi slat base. The use of 'box frame’ bases is also not
suitable due to irregularities in the sizing of mattress, because of the puffiness of cotton.

ALL OUR MATTRESSES & FUTONS ARE MADE FROM 100% GOTS CERTIFIED ORGANIC FABRICS AND FILLINGS:
There’s a big difference between ‘natural’, ‘organic’ and truly chemical free ‘Certified Organic’. Organature® Mattresses
are unique to Australia, assembled and filled with the purest ingredients, manufactured to the highest standards and with
the cleanest transporting currently available in Australia. Free from dangerous toxic chemicals like those used to create
waterproofing, insect proofing and flame proofing. Health and well-being is our priority!
INNERSPRING MATTRESS APPROXIMATE SIZES:









Single (910 × 1900 mm)
Double (1370 × 1900 mm)
Queen (1510 × 2030 mm)
King (1830 × 2030 mm)
King Single (1070 × 2030 mm)
Single Long (910 × 2030 mm) MADE TO ORDER ONLY, production time may take up to 6 weeks.
Single Wide (1070 x 1900 mm) MADE TO ORDER ONLY, production time may take up to 6 weeks.
Super King (2030 x 2030 mm) MADE TO ORDER ONLY, production time may take up to 6 weeks.

Approx. 25 cm side walls.
INNERSPRING MATTRESS APPROXIMATE COT SIZES:







Cot 65 (1280 × 650 mm) MADE TO ORDER ONLY, production time may take up to 6 weeks.
Cot 69 (1300 × 690 mm)
Cot 75 (1300 × 750 mm)
Cot 77 (1320 × 770 mm)
Cot 70 (1400 x 700 mm) MADE TO ORDER ONLY, production time may take up to 6 weeks.
OR to your size specifications MADE TO ORDER ONLY, production time may take up to 6 weeks.

Approx. 12 cm side walls.

SPECIAL DEAL:
Buy 2 or more Organic Cotton
Mattresses (online only)
and receive 10% off.
* Discount does NOT include made to order sizes.
ORDER SPECIAL SIZES HERE.

REVIEW: Danielle |
|18/04/2015 | We bought this mattress 4 years ago for our sons king single bed. It looks
as new as the day we bought it and is the most comfortable mattress in our house. Firm but not hard. We turn it every few
months. So much so that we cant get my husband off it so my son can have his bed back! We will be back for more in the
future.
REVIEW: Margaret |
| 23/10/2014 | This is the best mattress I have ever slept on, I'm 66 years old suffered
with skin allergies and asthma all my life. It is so wonderful to be able to go to bed without having to have itchy skin from
the mattress material. There are no chemical smells from the mattress, it's wonderful the asthma is cut down by half. I'll be
recommending Organature products to all my family and friends.
REVIEW: Meagan Zieba |
|19/08/2014 | We purchased this mattress for our two-year-old daughter, and were
extremely impressed by it. It's well-made, comfortable and very well suited for a child's mattress.
REVIEW: M Fleming |
| 19/08/2014 | I bought this mattress along with the bed base several months ago.
When it arrived it I was impressed with the overall look of it - it really looked quality. It smelled so natural and Christmasy'
(?) and I love it. It is really quite firm and I thought I would sleep badly due to this but it turned out to be the opposite and I
always sleep deep and well. I am really happy with this bed and mattress and as I sometimes sleep on my face (!) I'm glad
that I am not breathing in all the toxic chemicals that are rife through most beddings and furniture of today.
REVIEW: Anne |
| 01/04/2013 | I have been suffering with chemical sensitive’s for a few years now, I had to
remove virtually all the furniture from my house including my mattress that was made from polyurethane and other
chemicals that where making me very sick. I have been sleeping on my new mattress for a few months now and it has
made a huge difference, I can sleep all night without getting up to drink water 6-7 times a night (from a dry burning throat
caused by the old chemical mattress) not to mention numerous other complaints I had caused by the old mattress and
pillows. The new mattress is a bit firm compared to my old mattress and took a while to get used to, but I love it now and
feel very safe and lucky to have it when I go to bed knowing I am not breathing in harmful gasses from nasty chemicals.
My brothers and mother have tested it out, they loved it and plan to buy one from Organature when theirs need replacing.

Mattress Topper Australia - Certified Organic Fabric and Filling
- all sizes
Our Organic Cotton Mattress Toppers are made from
100% GOTS certified organic fabric and filling. These
are the cleanest, healthiest and best chemical-free
toppers and completely natural mattress boosters
currently available in Australia.
Mattress Toppers are similar to the Futon Mattress but approx 5 cm thick.
They are ideal for extra protection for your mattress or for extra warmth.
Organic cotton toppers are NOT the same as conventional toppers.
Unlike conventional Cotton Toppers, (which are allowed to have 5%
undisclosed filling), ours do not have any chemical filled foam or latex to give them a softer feel. As cotton does not have
any memory (like foam or latex), they will not spring back into their original form.
Natural fibre futons and toppers are perfect for children as children are lighter in weight and thus slowly compress the
filling, adjusting to the firmer sleeping surface. A topper can be used on top of your old conventional mattress as
protection from chemical out-gassing if finances are a bit tight, however, this is not the ultimate answer to ridding your bed
and bedroom of chemicals. A full Organic Cotton Mattress on an Australian Hardwood Timber Bed Base, is really the ideal
solution.
Please note, that as per all products made from natural fibre, our Organic Cotton Topper will start off quite full and soft but
very quickly become very flat and firm.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE ON AN EXISTING MATTRESS AND BED BASE
When purchasing Organature 100% Organic Cotton Topper to place on an existing bed to provide an organic layer
between you and the chemicals that conventional mattresses commonly contain, here is some useful advice from Peter.










When re-using existing bed bases and a conventional mattress, first make sure your bed base is free of mould. The
best way to remove the mould is to wash/wipe thoroughly all over the base with a solution of ‘Borax’ in hot water.
Follow the directions on the Borax pack. Borax is available from most supermarkets.
If you are going to put the new topper on an existing mattress, this is the most important part: Either wrap plastic all
around your existing mattress or at least on top and on sides of mattress; use the bags the toppers come in as they
are polyethylene; the least toxic plastic. It is also less toxic than most conventional mattresses, and much less
harmful that mould.
Use our Organic Cotton Mattress Protector over the plastic. The walls of the protector tuck well under the mattress,
however the fabric over the plastic will slide. If you don’t like the ‘feel’ of that plastic under you, the best option is to
use our Organic Fleece Mattress Overlay on top of the mattress with the protector over that.
Air the mattress protector as often as you can.
Purchase an Organic Cotton Innerspring Mattress as soon as you are able.

All our mattresses and toppers are individually handmade, we only use certified organic cotton in its purest state, and
none of our products are fumigated due to medical exemptions in order for better health, comfort and peace of mind. Free
from dangerous toxic chemicals like those used to create waterproofing, insect proofing and flame proofing.
SIZES:











Cot 69 (690 x 1300 mm). Depth approx. 7 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Cot 75 ( 750 x 1300 mm) Depth approx. 7 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Single (910 × 1900 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Single Long (910 × 2030 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Single Wide (1070 x 1900 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
King Single (1070 × 2030 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Double (1370 × 1900 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Queen (1510 × 2030 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
King (1830 × 2030 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.
Super King (2030 x 2030 mm) Depth approx. 10 cms to begin with and will compress with time and use.

Futon Mattresses - 100% Certified Organic Cotton
Our Futon Mattresses are made from 100% GOTS
Certified Organic fabric and filling. These are the cleanest,
healthiest and best chemical-free futons and completely
natural mattresses currently available in Australia.
Are you sure a 'futon' style mattress is for you?
Futons are traditionally made from cotton or other natural fibre and are
hard / firm and not totally suitable for side sleepers. They have no 'give' or
'bounce'. They are of Japanese origin and ideal for children and people
used to sleeping on a hard surface.
Do not choose to purchase a futon mattress for the wrong reasons:
1. It's trendy.
2. It is lightweight and will fold easily. (It isn't and it won't).
3. It is a cheaper version of an organic cotton innerspring mattress. It is a different type of mattress.
Our futons were originally intended to satisfy the needs of very chemically sensitive people whose everyday health and
wellbeing depend on a non toxic nights sleep above all else.
If after reading this you are still sure a futon mattress is what you are looking for be aware and prepared for the extra
maintenance required because if the regime of regular turning and airing is not strictly followed by you, then we cannot be
held responsible. Any size futon mattress, including cradle and cot, must be used on both sides and requires regular
turning. It is imperative, that any size, is used on a hardwood slat base bed/cot or cradle. Feel free to contact us for further
details and to help you choose a suitable bed base that's right for you.
Please also, take a moment to read our very important 'care' instructions below:





To allow for proper air circulation, for increased effectiveness of the health benefits gained when using these
certified organic products on a daily basis and to prevent mould and mildew forming, your organic cotton
mattress/futon should always be placed on a good quality slat bed base.
We strongly recommend that you use one of our natural timber slat bed bases in conjunction with your organic
cotton mattress, which has been custom made in a healthy environment from Australian plantation hardwood.

The Organature Futon mattresses are made from carded (fluffed out) organic cotton and appear softer to begin with but,
as with all Natural fibres, the cotton compresses, creating a firm surface. Futon mattresses and toppers filled with 100%
natural fibres such as cotton, wool, kapok, straw etc. are not the same as conventional futons and toppers; even these
different natural fibre filled ones vary in construction and sleeping. Conventional futon mattresses and toppers are softer
because they contain synthetic foam, memory foam, foamed rubber (incorrectly referred to as latex), or a combination of
these chemical laden products.
If you have never slept on, or used, a futon or topper filled with 100% natural fibres previously, we prefer to talk to you
before proceeding with your order. Natural fibre futons are perfect for children as children are lighter in weight and thus
slowly compress the filling, and adjust easily to the firmness. Please be advised that our futons are quite firm and over
time, due to the nature of organic cotton will settle and compress. We recommend that you regularly turn and rotate your
mattress because as creatures of habit, we tend to sleep in the same area of the mattress. If you like the idea of the futon
but are looking for something not as firm, you may like our Organic Cotton Mattress Topper which provides an extra level
of comfort for some people.
When using a cot, cradle or other size futon for a bed wetter (including the inevitable nappy leaks) ALWAYS layer
our mattress pads or OLD washed towels under the mattress protector and check/ wash and replace every day as none of
these products contain or are covered with waterproof material. However, they do provide the BEST water resistance than
any natural organic protector can provide.
We recommend a hardwood slat base in order for the mattress, which allows airflow, we also recommend airing in
sunshine as cotton is a breathable product and refreshes in the fresh air and sunshine. All our mattresses are individually
handmade and we only use certified organic cotton in its purest state, none of our products are fumigated, in order for
better health, comfort and peace of mind.

Free from dangerous toxic chemicals like those used to create waterproofing, insect proofing and flame proofing.
Health and well-being is our priority!
100% CERTIFIED ORGANIC COTTON FUTONS APPROXIMATE SIZES:









Single (910 × 1900 mm)
Double (1370 × 1900 mm)
Queen (1510 × 2030 mm)
King (1830 × 2030 mm)
King Single (1070 × 2030 mm)
Single Long (910 × 2030 mm), MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Single Wide (1070 x 1900 mm), MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Super King (2030 x 2030 mm), MADE TO ORDER ONLY

ALL Approx. 200 mm deep.
100% CERTIFIED ORGANIC COT FUTON APPROXIMATE SIZES:





Cot 69 (1300 × 690 mm).
Cot 70 (1400 x 700 mm). MADE TO ORDER ONLY
Cot 75 (1310 × 750 mm). We’ve found that our Cot 77 Futon Mattress is suitable for a Cot 75.
Cot 77 (1320 × 770 mm)

All Approx. 100 mm deep.
MORE INFORMATION:
*Please note that under the Health Act, Pillows, Underlays, Quilts, Bed Toppers, Mattresses, Futons and Pillow Protectors
are NON-REFUNDABLE unless faulty. If you have never slept on a true, all organic cotton futon before, or if you have not
purchased a mattress from us, please send us an email.

SPECIAL DEAL:
Buy 2 or more Organic Cotton Futon Mattresses
(online only) and receive 10% off
*Discount does NOT include made to order sizes. ORDER SPECIAL SIZES HERE
REVIEW: Sandra Bitunjac |
loves her new mattress.

|09/09/2014 |Great product and great customer service. My 3 year old daughter

REVIEW: Meagan Zieba |
|19/08/2014 | I have two of these futons, a standard one and one that was made to
order to fit a non-standard bed frame. The mattresses are very comfortable and my children love them. The customer
service (particularly for the made-to-order mattress) was very good, and all the staff I spoke to were extremely helpful.
Delivery was quick and the mattresses were well packaged. I try to purchase Australian made products as much as
possible, so it was great to discover organic bedding made in Australia.
REVIEW: Beck Rodgers |
|11/03/2017 | I recently purchased a bed from you for my son, including futon
mattress and bedding, and I firstly wanted to say how great your product is. I was a little nervous about the futon mattress
being too hard but I introduced it as the “cloud bed” and it has brilliant! Additionally I want to say your sheets were great - I
think I could have put them straight on the bed without washing them first. No chemical smell there.

Mattress Protectors - Certified Organic Cotton Flannel - all sizes
Our Mattress Protectors are made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic
Cotton Flannel. A brushed fabric which minimizes the penetration of dust
mites without any filling for them to breed and hide in! Made with
elasticised edging for easy removal as well as a snug and secure fit for
your mattress. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED to preserve the life of your
Organic Mattress. ALL sizes available.
ADDED BENEFIT: These Organic Flannel Mattress Protectors are also a
useful stand alone product when an organic mattress is not available.
Something pure to put between you and a potentially reaction-causing old
mattress. They could also be used as sheets. Being a 100% organic
product, it is naturally water resistant but not waterproof.
PLEASE NOTE: Although there are waterproof protectors available from some “organic” product suppliers, their products
ARE made to be waterproof with non-organic compounds which many include rubber, plastic and toxic chemicals. For
these reasons we do not promote the use of these products. To achieve ultra water resistance the healthiest alternative is
to use our mattress protector pads or overlays in conjunction with these organic flannel mattress protectors.
ABOUT THE FABRIC: You can read more about the actual fabric and how it is made right here.
CAUTION: Do not use plastic covers on an Organature mattress as it will promote condensation which can lead to mould.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: This fabric will shrink, mostly in length during the first wash. Due to this, these products have
been made longer and may seem too long for the mattress to begin with. Machine washable at a maximum temperature
of 30 C and may be tumble dried on a warm setting again at a maximum temperature of 30 C.
REVIEW: Kylie |
| 19/08/2014 | Bought the mattress protector with mattress topper after concerns about our
fully water proof one - very happy with the purchase and even noticed it is so much cooler as well. Highly recommended.

Mattress Overlay - Organic Fleece - all sizes
These mattress overlays are made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic
Cotton Fleece which is similar to sweater fabric. They sit on top of the
mattress and are bound around the edges in organic poplin.
Certified Organic Cotton fleece has a natural wax, which makes it water
resistant, so they are not totally waterproof, but combined with
our Organic Suede-Flannel Mattress Protector they will give you
maximum protection achievable for a totally organic product, without
needing to use a synthetic or plastic protector. Available only in natural
fleece, these overlays would also make lovely organic blankets.
COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS:



Organic Suede-Flannel Mattress Protector which also sits on top of your mattress and tucks underneath like a fitted
sheet to keep everything in place.
An Organic Flannel Mattress Underlay which is generally used between the mattress and bed frame to protect your
mattress from discoloring due to the natural oils in the timber base, or even as an alternative to the mattress
protector.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS: Wash in water no hotter than 30 degrees, as higher temperatures will wash out the wax more
quickly. If soiled, use vinegar in the washing water to remove odours. If very soiled use borax and follow directions on the
pack.
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE.

Mattress Underlay - Certified Organic Suede Flannel - all sizes
100% Certified Organic.Made from our 100% Organic GOTS certified
Suede Flannel 280 fabric, our mattress underlay will provide protection for
your mattress, from the natural stain that can come from a natural timber
bed base.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: These underlays will shrink, mostly in length
during the first wash due to this these products have been made longer
and may seem too long for the mattress to begin. Machine washable at a
maximum temperature of 30 C and may be tumble dried on a warm
setting again at a maximum temperature of 30 C.
Available in all standard bed dimensions, approximate sizes are below:












Bassinet (44 x 90 cm )
Cradle (48 x 90 cm)
Cot 69 (1300 × 690 cm)
Cot 75-77 (1320 x 770 cm)
Single (910 × 1900 cm)
Single Long (910 × 2030 cm)
King Single (1070 × 2030 cm)
Double (1370 × 1900 cm)
Queen (1510 × 2030 cm)
King (1830 × 2030 cm)
Super King (2030 x 2030 cm)

Organic Pillows & Pillowcases
ORGANIC PILLOW SIZES: We have standard size pillows and cushion inserts as well as our Hi Loft, Europe, Cot and
Travel sizes. We stock Boomerang, Queen and Body Pillows too. All made in Australia with GOTS Certified 100%
Organic Fabrics and Fillings.
COMFORT: Due to popular request we have now added a new Luxury Silk Cotton Pillow to our range which is softer and
similar in comfort to feather pillows. If you prefer to sleep on something firm, the Certified Organic Cotton Pillows will suit
you best but please note, they don’t fluff up like most others and over time will adapt themselves to your shape.
PURE ORGANIC FILLINGS AND COVERS: We are the only firm in Australia who make all bed linen and bedding
accessories in our own sewing rooms and have total control over the manufacturing process. The essential ingredient in
an Organature PILLOW is pure certified organic cotton which is grown without the use of harmful synthetic chemicals to
fertilize the crop, control plant growth or fight pests. Manufactured in a clean environment and covered in our natural
Organic cotton, our pillows do not create the excessive sweating endured when sleeping on a synthetic one.
READ: Have You Seen What’s In Your Pillows?
PILLOW CARE: As there can always be those accidental spills, the use of our pillow protectors which may be washed
and aired frequently, will help prolong the life of your healthy pillow purchase. Our PILLOW PROTECTORS are made in
Australia from Organatures’ exclusive Organic Suede Flannel fabric.
THE LIFE OF A PILLOW: If you’re currently sleeping on cheap synthetic pillows, research suggest they should be
replaced every 6 – 12 months and if you’ve ever opened them before you throw them away, you might be shocked at
what you find. Our organic pillows last for 2 – 4 years before you need to consider replacing them. If you are feeling
unwell, lethargic or unable to recover in reasonable time from an illness, getting a new pillow is the first thing we
recommend to improve your general health and well-being.
*We always want you to be happy but please note that under the Health Act, Pillows, Underlays, Quilts, Bed Toppers,
Mattresses and Pillow Protectors are NON-REFUNDABLE unless faulty.

PILLOW - Luxury Organic Silk Cotton - various sizes (soft)
These Luxury pillows are made with 100% GOTS Certified Organic
Cotton fabric and 100% Silk Cotton filling and are medium soft to medium
firm to sleep on depending on how much filling you keep inside the
covering. No synthetic fibres, no polyesters, no additives to cause
perspiration. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
Our pillows are made with 100% natural fibres and after time they will
compress down, so a quick daily fluffing is recommended (as you would
with a feather / down pillow). Like in nature, natural cotton is inconsistent.
Sometimes the pillows can be ‘lofty’ to start with, and sometimes a little
more settled. Nature cannot be shaped into a consistent form unless
man-made fibres and chemicals are added, which Organature WILL NOT do. Pillows stuffed with silk-cotton act most like
standard pillows. They have loft, can be fluffed, do not need to be punched in the middle of the night and retain their
shape well.
ABOUT THE OUTER COVERING: This pillow is made with natural organic cotton outer (un-dyed, unbleached, un-treated
fabric), with a zippered end. The zip is to allow you to take out filling to obtain the optimum comfort level and then allowing
you to re-fill if required.
ABOUT THE SILK-COTTON FILLING: Silk” Cotton is a special strain of cotton. It is 100% Silk Cotton. Silk Cotton is the
same as Kapok and comes from the kapok tree. There is no ‘silk’ in the pillows. The silk-cotton fluff is actually buoyant
and was used in the designs for the first life jackets, that is, until synthetic foams came on the market. It feels similar to the
light weight feeling of down, but without the allergies and the loss of loft that go with feathers. The silk is luxurious to the
touch and a medium firm support when pillows are stuffed full, softer when some filling is removed and more air is able to
permeate the fibres.
The Silk-Cotton tree, (Bombax ceiba), is a native to the Asian tropics. It is an evergreen tree; not like the cotton plant. The
tree grows naturally in jungle country areas, it is not grown on organized farms and it grows in all types of soil. Natural

rainfall is enough for this tree to flourish. No artificial fertilizers, no pesticides, no herbicides are used; it is free from GMO
and is naturally clean because it grows high in the Silk-cotton tree. “Silk Cotton” is 100% True Organic. In India it is widely
used for pillow filling. India has a hot and humid climate and is similar to many parts of Australia. Like Organic Cotton the
Silk Cotton fibre helps to dissipate the heat from the human body and provides a sound sleep. Silk cotton is very soft and
has a luster like silk; hence it is called Silk cotton, there is no ‘silk’ content, there is no ‘cotton’ content, only Cotton Silk.
"Absolutely Purely Organic."
APPROXIMATE SIZES:



Standard – 700 gram. 46 x 70 cm approx.
Queen – 1000 gram. 53 x 73 cm approx.

Note: Pillow specification is based on weight of the fill and the height of the pillow.

PILLOW - Certified Organic Cotton - various-sizes (firm)
These pillows are made with 100% GOTS certified organic cotton fabric and
filling and are quite firm to sleep on. No synthetic fibres, no polyesters, no
additives to cause perspiration. Our Organic Cotton pillows are made with
100% natural fibres. They will compress down and will not fluff back into
their original shape. Like in nature, natural cotton is
inconsistent. Sometimes the pillows can be 'lofty' to start with, and
sometimes a little more settled. Nature cannot be shaped into a consistent
form unless man-made fibres and chemicals are added, which Organature
WILL NOT do.

If you prefer a SOFTER PILLOW, please see our Luxury Organic Silk Cotton Pillow range. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.

APPROXIMATE SIZES:









Cot/Travel – approx. 300 gram filling 37 x 58 cm
Half Fill – approx. 350 gram filling 45 x 70 cm (Suitable for up to 7 Years of age – very LOW Pillow style).
Medium Profile – approx. 900 gram filling 45 x 70 cm (Like a Standard pillow that has already compressed a bit but
will compress further. The fill is heavier than a standard pillow due to the way the cotton is carded).
Standard – approx. 700 gram filling 45 x 70 cm
Standard Dense – approx. 1200 gram filling 45 x 70 cm (This pillow has the same dimensions as our standard
pillow but due to the weight of the filling it is a more dense pillow. It also has a zippered end allowing for closure
after filling. The zip tag has been removed as the pillow is not designed to be opened or for the filling to be altered
in any way.)
Hi Loft – approx. 900 gram filling 45 x 70 cm
Europe – approx. 1100 gram filling 60 x 60 cm

Note: Pillow specification is based on the height of pillow, not the weight of the fill.
REVIEW: Chelsea |
| 07/01/2013 | These pillows are a life saver, after becoming allergic to my cheap nasty
polyester pillows I had to throw them out and had been sleeping on a rolled up cotton towel. After punching in 100%
cotton pillows into google I came across Orgranature and found that they had exactly what I wanted, cotton fill inside and
cotton cover outside, chemical and fragrance free and organic to boot, what a bonus. I received my new pillows the very
next morning after purchasing online. I bought a standard half fill for myself as I like to lay pretty flat and curl the very edge
of the pillow up into the nape of my neck and a standard pillow for my boyfriend. We couldn't be happier with the pillows
they are very comfortable and best of all no smells or nasty chemicals to make me sick. Thank you to everyone at
Organature for helping me to sleep easier.
REVIEW: Eva |
| 23/02/2015 | I recently purchased two of these pillows, one for my husband and I. We've
been using them for a few weeks now and I have to say that I've never been so happy with a pillow! There is always
something I don't like - too high, too smelly, too hot etc, but these are perfect. My husband said to me yesterday "those
new pillows are TOO good. I don't want to get out of bed in the morning!" He usually complains about pillows too! We
specifically wanted organic too as we are gradually trying to go organic with most household items.

REVIEW: Mike V |
| 23/09/2019 | I just bought the organic pillows and have only had two sleeps with them but
I cannot remember the last time I slept so well. AMAZING 🙂

BODY PILLOW - Luxury Organic Silk Cotton
These Luxury pillows are made with 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
fabric and 100% Silk Cotton filling and are medium soft to medium firm to
sleep on depending on how much filling you keep inside the covering. No
synthetic fibres, no polyesters, no additives to cause perspiration. Enjoy a
comfortable and supportive night's sleep with our body pillow. This full
length pillow will bring an extra layer of cushioning to your bed, and can
be used to support a variety of sleeping positions. It is also ideal for side
sleepers, maternity sleeping, creating a barrier between the sleeper and a
wall, or simply relaxing in bed.
Our pillows are made with 100% natural fibres and after time they will
compress down, so a quick daily fluffing is recommended (as you would with a feather / down pillow). Like in nature,
natural cotton is inconsistent. Sometimes the pillows can be ‘lofty’ to start with, and sometimes a little more settled. Nature
cannot be shaped into a consistent form unless man-made fibres and chemicals are added, which Organature WILL NOT
do. Pillows stuffed with silk-cotton act most like standard pillows. They have loft, can be fluffed, do not need to be
punched in the middle of the night and retain their shape well.
ABOUT THE OUTER COVERING: This pillow is made with natural organic cotton outer (un-dyed, unbleached, un-treated
fabric), with a zippered end. The zip is to allow you to take out filling to obtain the optimum comfort level and then allowing
you to re-fill if required.
ABOUT THE SILK-COTTON FILLING. “Silk” Cotton is a special strain of cotton. It is 100% Silk Cotton. Silk Cotton is the
same as Kapok and comes from the kapok tree. There is no ‘silk’ in the pillows. The silk-cotton fluff is actually buoyant

and was used in the designs for the first life jackets, that is, until synthetic foams came on the market. It feels similar to the
light weight feeling of down, but without the allergies and the loss of loft that go with feathers. The silk is luxurious to the
touch and a medium firm support when pillows are stuffed full, softer when some filling is removed and more air is able to
permeate the fibres.
The Silk-Cotton tree, (Bombax ceiba), is a native to the Asian tropics. It is an evergreen tree; not like the cotton plant. The
tree grows naturally in jungle country areas, it is not grown on organized farms and it grows in all types of soil. Natural
rainfall is enough for this tree to flourish. No artificial fertilizers, no pesticides, no herbicides are used; it is free from GMO
and is naturally clean because it grows high in the Silk-cotton tree. “Silk Cotton” is 100% True Organic. In India it is widely
used for pillow filling. India has a hot and humid climate and is similar to many parts of Australia. Like Organic Cotton the
Silk Cotton fibre helps to dissipate the heat from the human body and provides a sound sleep. Silk cotton is very soft and
has a luster like silk; hence it is called Silk cotton, there is no ‘silk’ content, there is no ‘cotton’ content, only Cotton Silk.
"Absolutely Purely Organic."
APPROXIMATE SIZE: 48 x 150 cm approx. 1500 gram of filling.
WOULD YOU LIKE THE BODY PILLOW PILLOWCASE AS WELL? HERE IT IS ...
WOULD YOU LIKE A PILLOW PROTECTOR TOO? HERE IT IS ...

BOOMERANG PILLOW – Luxury Organic Silk Cotton (soft)
Our Luxury Boomerang pillows are made with 100% Certified Organic
Cotton fabric and 100% Silk Cotton filling and are medium soft to medium
firm to sleep on depending on how much filling you keep inside the
covering. No synthetic fibres, no polyesters, no additives to cause
perspiration. Ideal for neck support while reading, shoulder support when
lying on your side and for nursing mothers to breastfeed in a more
comfortable way, without tiring out arms. Some filling can be removed to
make it even easier to bend and scrunch to adjust to the desired position.
Because our pillows are made with 100% natural fibres, after time they
will compress down, so a quick daily fluffing is recommended (as you would with a feather / down pillow). Like in nature,
natural cotton is inconsistent. Sometimes the pillows can be ‘lofty’ to start with, and sometimes a little more settled. Nature
cannot be shaped into a consistent form unless man-made fibres and chemicals are added, which Organature WILL NOT
do. Pillows stuffed with silk-cotton act most like standard pillows. They have loft, can be fluffed, do not need to be
punched in the middle of the night and retain their shape well.
ABOUT THE OUTER COVERING: This pillow is made with natural organic cotton outer (un-dyed, unbleached, un-treated
fabric), with a zippered end. The zip is to allow you to take out filling to obtain the optimum comfort level and then allowing
you to re-fill if required.
ABOUT THE SILK-COTTON FILLING: “Silk” Cotton is a special strain of cotton. It is 100% Silk Cotton. Silk Cotton is the
same as Kapok and comes from the kapok tree. There is no ‘silk’ in the pillows. The silk-cotton fluff is actually buoyant
and was used in the designs for the first life jackets, that is, until synthetic foams came on the market. It feels similar to the
light weight feeling of down, but without the allergies and the loss of loft that go with feathers. The silk is luxurious to the
touch and a medium firm support when pillows are stuffed full, softer when some filling is removed and more air is able to
permeate the fibres.
The Silk-Cotton tree, (Bombax ceiba), is a native to the Asian tropics. It is an evergreen tree; not like the cotton plant. The
tree grows naturally in jungle country areas, it is not grown on organized farms and it grows in all types of soil. Natural

rainfall is enough for this tree to flourish. No artificial fertilizers, no pesticides, no herbicides are used; it is free from GMO
and is naturally clean because it grows high in the Silk-cotton tree. “Silk Cotton” is 100% True Organic. In India it is widely
used for pillow filling. India has a hot and humid climate and is similar to many parts of Australia. Like Organic Cotton the
Silk Cotton fibre helps to dissipate the heat from the human body and provides a sound sleep. Silk cotton is very soft and
has a luster like silk; hence it is called Silk cotton, there is no ‘silk’ content, there is no ‘cotton’ content, only Cotton Silk.

Do you like comfort, practicality and versatility? Here are a couple ideas to make them even more useful.




Neck support while reading.
Sleep on your side on one arm of the pillow and wrap your leg over the other arm for ultimate comfort. (Your mate
will thank you!)
Use one for your back and one lying down on your knees as a cushioned stand for a book, ipad, breakfast tray or
newspaper.







Prop up a baby (or a pet) in the nook of the boomerang pillow and take some cute photos.
Give several to the kids to make a soft cubby-house out of. And the bigger kids like them to sleep on as well.
Great for feeding babies too. (I breast-fed two sets of twins and couldn’t think of anything better).
Wrap around behind you and use as lower to mid- back support while sitting on a couch. Makes it easier to hold an
upright posture.
Use to elevate your knees when lying down to increase circulation to the brain.

The boomerang pillow is perfect for people who prefer to sleep on their sides instead of their back. The design helps ease
pain and stiffness in the neck or shoulders that often results from sleeping on your side without proper support. The
boomerang shape is also suitable for those with a larger, broader frame that have difficulty getting comfortable when
trying to get to sleep. Made from Luxury Organic Silk Cotton, you can happily stop worrying about those restless nights.
Not only is the shape delightful, but the case, cover, filling and pillow protector is: “Absolutely Purely Organic.”

BOOMERANG PILLOWCASE - Organic Poplin - natural or
white
Boomerang Pillowcase - made from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Poplin
Cotton. Designed to fit our Organature Boomerang Pillows (standard
boomerang size). Made in Australia in our Organature Sewing Room.
Available in Natural and White ONLY. Natural colour is NOT bleached or
dyed in anyway.
Want the Boomerang Pillow Insert as well? Here it is ...
Want a Boomerang Pillow Protector too? Here it is ...

PILLOW BED COVER - Organic Cotton - Raw Cosy Flannel natural
Childrens Pillow Beds for use in your home, simple to fold up and store
away, super comfortable and easy to transport. Made with our 100%
GOTS Certified Organic Raw Cosy Flannel (soft and sturdy winter
weight). The design includes 4 pockets to slide our standard or hi-loft
pillows in to make a portable, fold-able bed, great for any space.
Being able to fold the bed into any formation you would like allows for
extra height at the head end or a double layer of pillow thickness if you
want to elevate the knees. With 4 pillows inserted in the 4 separate
pillowcase like sections, children can lie flat, or recline by folding one
pillow under, at one end. Great for watching their favourite show. The perfect size for kids of any age.
"Yep I want one too! It'll be perfect to use on my outdoor recliner." - Elizabeth (actual age not disclosed)


Approximate dimensions: 190 cm length x 80 cm width

These Pillow Beds are available in Raw Cosy Organic Flannel: Natural (un-bleached/un-dyed). Natural, certified organic
and unbleached is the ideal choice for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.
PLEASE NOTE: Pillows are sold separately, and we also recommend using our organic pillow protectors to protect the
pillows from potential spills.

Pillow Protectors - Certified Organic Flannel - various sizes
Pillow Protector - One Only. Our pillow protectors are made from 100%
GOTS Certified Organic Flannel. A lightly brushed fabric which minimizes
the penetration of dust-mites and helps prolong the life of your Organic
Cotton Pillow.
It is very similar to Flannelette but is better quality and not as fluffy. In this
organic fabric only the long cotton fibres are used and it does not fluff like
conventional flannelette, therefore eliminating the annoying short fibres
that tickle the nose and eyes, and that can cause allergies. Flannelette
produced in Asia frequently contains formaldehyde. Our Organic Fannel
has been woven with a yarn which takes longer to spin and any short
fibres are removed. Final brushing produces the superior ‘Suede’ finish. The Pillow protector is fully washable and made
like a pillow case for easy removal.
APPROXIMATE SIZES:








To fit Half Fill, Standard and Hi Loft Pillows approx. 45 x 70 cm.
To fit Europe Pillow approx. 60 x 60 cm.
To fit Cot Pillow approx. 37 x 58 cm.
To fit Queen Silk Pillow approx. 53 x 73 cm.
To fit Body Pillow approx. 50 x 150 cm.
To fit Cushion Insert approx. 40 x 40 cm. These could be cushion covers or protectors.
To fit Boomerang Pillow approx. 40 cm width (at bend of protector) and 110 cm length (across longest part of
protector).

We have the above range of sizes to fit the whole range of our pillows.


PILLOW – Certified Organic Cotton – various-sizes (firm)






PILLOW – Luxury Silk Cotton – various sizes (soft) HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
BODY PILLOW – Luxury Silk Cotton
CUSHION INSERTS – 100% Certified Organic Cotton
BOOMERANG PILLOW – Luxury Organic Silk Cotton

Pillowcases - Organic Poplin – various colours – all sizes
A pair of Cuffed Pillowcases in Standard or Europe sizes. One only Made
in Australia from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Poplin. This Poplin
is a lighter weight deluxe fabric, similar to Percale but of a greater quality.
Suitable for most climates all year round.
COLOURS: Available in a wide range of fashion colours. Our Natural
colour, is NOT treated/bleached/or dyed in any way and is ideal for people
wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.
MEASUREMENTS BELOW IN APPROX CM:





Standard 48 x 73 cm
Queen 54 x 82 cm. Please note, the Queen size pillowcases are available here.
Europe 61 x 61 cm. Made to fit our European Size 60 x 60 cm Organic Cushion Inserts.
Cot/Travel 38 x 60 cm

REVIEW: Maree |
| 24/09/2014 | I received my order and have just put it on the bed. The sheet and
pillowcases look and feel amazing. Thank you so much. I am hoping to eventually replace all of our bed linen with your
beautiful products.
REVIEW: Fiona |
| 20/08/2013 | Lovely and soft to sleep on with no nasty smells. Didn't need to wash them
before use. Thank you for creating beautiful organic linen.

Pillowcases - Organic Raw Cosy Flannel - VARIOUS SIZES
Raw Cosy Flannel Assorted Pillowcases made in Australia from 100%
GOTS certified organic fabric. This fabric is super soft and fluffy. Perfect
for warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our Cosy flannel fabrics are
a brushed cotton – not a flannelette – and they are about 280 – 285 gsm.
This fabric is raw, which means it is un-dyed and has natural flecks in the
colouration. Perfect for people wanting the most allergy-free, sensitivefree fabric you can get in Australia. The pillowcase is sewn with a turn
through and bound open edge. To allow for shrinkage, these pillowcases
have been made slightly larger. Available in Natural ONLY.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THIS LUXURY COSY FLANNEL RANGE:







Sheet Sets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Fitted Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Flat Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Quilt Covers - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Pillowcases - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Cushion Cover - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel

Available as a single Standard, a Standard Pair and Europe Pair. Available in several sizes. Measurements below in
approximate centimeters.






Standard 48 x 73 cm.
Europe 61 x 61 cm.
Cushion Cover 40 x 40 cm.
Cot/Travel 38 x 60 cm
Queen 51 x 76 cm

Pillowcases - Natural Organic Cotton Calico - all sizes
Our GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Calico is a medium weight fabric
suitable for use all year round. The perfect choice for extremely
chemically sensitive people. Made to Order – Organic Cotton Calico
Pillowcases, made from 100% GOTS certified organic cotton. Made in an
Organature Sewing Room, with Certified Organic Cotton ‘loom state’, nonwashed or treated Calico.
Our Calico is in ‘Loom State’ – not washed or treated with any chemicals.
It is quite stiff and wrinkled fabric before being washed, however it has no
chemicals used throughout the manufacturing stages, therefore it is ideal
for people who are very chemical sensitive and for those who want a
100% Natural fabric. (Please note: it does contain some natural cotton oil and natural starch to assist in the weaving
process, which is permitted under GOTS and is essential to weave the fabric).
USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT CALICO: Sometimes people think that if they buy calico somewhere, it is always pure
calico and means it has no treatments. They are wrong. Most, if not all, calico sold in shops and by fabric wholesalers are
treated with formaldehyde. Naturally our 100% Organic Cotton Calico produced to GOTS certification standards is not
treated in any way. The only additive in Organic Calico is the Organic Corn Starch which is needed to stiffen the yarn to
be able to weave the fabric. It is the best stiffener available, so good, in fact you can eat it.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS: After a several washes the fabric will soften and reduce in wrinkles. We recommended the first
wash at between 40-50 degrees to assist in this softening and an initial shrinking process. Do Not use commercial
softening products – Vinegar and Soda Crystals are a good natural substitute to assist in this process instead. Please
Note: Approximately 10 – 15% shrinkage will occur with all ‘loom state’ Calico products - However, we cannot guarantee
the amount exactly and our pillow cases are cut slightly larger to cater for this.
SIZES AVAILABLE: Standard pair, Standard one only, Europe pair, Europe one only, Cot/Travel one only.
COLOURS: Available in Natural only.

Cushion Inserts - 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton - various
sizes
All cushion inserts are made with 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
fabric and filling.
AVAILABLE SIZES:



40 x 40 cm.
60 x 60 cm. (These are the same as our Europe Pillows)

REVIEW: Eva |
| 23/02/2015 | Nice affordable pillows for our
couch! They are soft and comfortable. I love that we can get them certified
organic at such a great price! We got covers too, which are also very soft. I'm sure we will purchase some more soon.

Cushion Covers - Organic Poplin - various colours
Cushion Cover with flap cross over at back. No studs or fastening
necessary. Made in Australia from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
Poplin. This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe fabric, similar to Percale but
of a greater quality. Suitable for most climates all year round.
COLOURS: Available in a wide range of fashion colours. Our Natural
colour, is NOT treated/bleached/or dyed in any way and is ideal for people
wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.
AVAILABLE SIZES:



40 x 40 cm.
60 x 60 cm. These are the same size as Europe Pillowcases.

Cushion Cover - Organic Raw Cosy Flannel - 40 cm x 40 cm
Cushion Cover made from our Raw Cosy GOTS Certified Organic
Cotton. This fabric is super soft and fluffy. Perfect for warming up on those
chilly winter nights. Our cosy flannel fabrics are a brushed organic cotton
– not a flannelette – so there are no itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate
anyone, and they are about 280 – 285 gsm. Some people may even call it
luxury organic flannelette. This fabric is also raw, which means it is undyed, un-bleached, un-treated in any way and has natural flecks in the
colouration. Natural, certified organic and unbleached is the ideal choice
for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.
SIZE: 40 x 40 cm
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THIS LUXURY COSY FLANNEL RANGE:







Sheet Sets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Fitted Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Flat Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Quilt Covers - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Pillowcases - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Cushion Cover - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel

Cushion Cover - Organic Cotton Corduroy – various colours
Soft and luxurious, these cushion covers made from 100% Organic
Cotton Corduroy are a lovely addition to your bedroom or lounge. Easy
to put on and remove through the envelope insert on the back. Made in
an Organature Sewing Room with GOTS certified fabric from the EU.
Available in a range of Colours: Natural (no bleach/ no dye), and Herb
dyed – Madder Red and Bark Brown.
Available in a range of Sizes: 40 x 40 cm or 60 x 60 cm in size, they are
the perfect size for the cover in Organature 100% Cotton Cushion insert
or Euro pillow.



40 x 40 cm ONE ONLY 100% Certified Organic Cotton Covers made from our soft organic corduroy.
60 x 60 cm ONE ONLY 100% Certified Organic Cotton Covers made from our soft organic corduroy.

Please note that the Bark Brown and Madder Red Corduroy are herb dyed, under organic certification these dyes cannot
be “set” as the process uses harmful chemicals. As a consequence these dyes will bleed to start with, so we suggest you
wash the cover several times with added salt in cold water before using. The colours as you see them on the covers will
change when washed; the bark brown (olive) will turn brown and the red will fade to a Madder Red. This is not a fault, it is
the nature of such dyes.

Organic Quilts & Quilt Covers
ORGANIC QUILTS, DUVET, DOONA AUSTRALIA: Made from Certified 100% Organic Cotton Fabrics and Filling. We
only use Certified Organic. We don’t work with anything else.
WINTER AND SUMMER WEIGHTS: Organic Cotton QUILT COVERS are made in our Organature® sewing rooms in a
wide range of colours (created with low-impact dyes) to match the sheets, pillowcases and cushion covers. Our Natural
colour is NOT treated, bleached or dyed in any way. Please note that colours will vary according to your computer monitor
settings. If you would like to touch and see the exact fabric colour samples, we are more than happy to send you our
selection in the mail.
ORGANIC FABRICS AND FILLINGS: Our QUILTS / DOONAS are also Made in Australia with luxurious GOTS Certified
Organic Satin Poplin and filled with Certified Organic Cotton too. Available in summer weight 240 gsm and winter weight
460 gsm. Highly recommended.
*Please note that under the Health Act, Pillows, Underlays, Quilts, Bed Toppers, Mattresses and Pillow Protectors are
NON-REFUNDABLE unless faulty.
ORGANIC QUILTS FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/bedroom/quilts-quilt-covers/

Quilt - Summer Weight - Certified Organic Cotton
Quilt in Summer Weight
Our Organic Cotton quilts (also known as Duvet or Doona) are made with
pure 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton fabric and filling. No synthetic
fibres to cause perspiration. Our quilts are light weight, cosy and
comfortable. Summer weight, approx 240 grams per m2. Also available
in Winter Weight, approx 460 grams per m2.
Available in these sizes. (Note: Sizes are Approximate only):









Cot 100 x 130 cm
Single 140 x 210 cm
King Single, 160 x 225 cm
Double 180 x 210 cm
Queen 210 x 210 cm
Super Queen 210 x 225 cm
King 245 x 210 cm
Super King 275 x 240 cm

Caring For Your Organature Quilt
Any quilt which is made with 100% natural fibres is normally not washable; the fabric would have been preshrunk; the
filling would not have been preshrunk. Should you ever see a washable natural fibre filled quilt, it is likely to contain a
certain quantity of polyester, or silicone has been applied, without disclosure on the label. Washing should not be
necessary if you use a quilt cover, shake and air regularly. Spot cleaning and airing is recommended.

REVIEW: Samantha |
|02/09/2019 | I have finally got my four organic cotton doonas onto the beds and also
the beautiful organic cotton blankets. I have to say THANK YOU – they are perfect and feel amazing. My child that rolls
around a lot is sleeping comfortably and they seem to stay on her compared to other bed linen / doonas she has had.
Thanks for your patience – totally in love with your product!
REVIEW: Meagan |
| 19/08/2014 | We recently purchased the super-king sized quilt to replace our old doona.
The size is perfect for our king-sized bed (no more complaints from my husband about me stealing the doona from him!),
and it is warm and soft. I have been very impressed by all my purchases from Organature, and this quilt is no exception.
Thank you very much.
REVIEW: Pam |
| 06/05/2013 | I suffer from dust mite allergies & multiple chemical sensitivities. I bought this
quilt as it was allergy free & chemical free. The best decision I ever made. The service was excellent & the product
unbelievable. When we changed our bed to the king size I purchased again. Very lightweight for the warmer months. You
will not be disappointed!

Can I wash my Organature Organic Cotton Quilt or Pillow?
Like ALL cotton products, organic cotton will shrink if washed or tumble dried in temperatures above 40 C. Do not wash or
tumble dry above 30 C. Quilts and pillows made with 100% cotton are prone to clump and shrink if they are washed.
(Conventional cotton quilts that can be washed will have a portion of polyester and/or chemicals added to make them
washable). For this reason, we do not recommend washing.
Any soiling should be removed only with a damp cloth, and bi-carb soda should be used to soak up moisture. Re-apply
the bi-carb soda as necessary until the area is mostly dry, and then complete the drying process using a hair dryer, on low
setting, not too close to the item and on both sides. Ensure the quilt is fully dried as moisture may allow mould to develop.
Hang out to air in sunshine where possible to aid with airing.
If very badly soiled you could wash it gently in cold water by squeezing the affected area, (do not use washing machine
action), absorb excess wetting with towels as much as possible and hang on line. May also be put in tumble dryer on low
setting, tumble for 5-10 minutes, take out, fluff out and repeat until dry.

Quilt - Winter Weight - Certified Organic Cotton
Quilt in Winter Weight. Our Certified Organic Cotton quilts (also known as
Duvet, Comforter or Doona) are made with 100% GOTS certified organic
cotton fabric and filling. No synthetic fibres to cause perspiration. Our
quilts are light weight, cosy and comfortable. Winter weight, approx. 460
grams per m2. Also available in Summer weight, approx. 240 grams per
m2. Winter quilt is not suitable for babies, but we highly recommend the
summer weight instead. If extra cover is needed our lightweight organic
fleece blanket is ideal.

APPROXIMATE SIZES IN CM:








Single 140 x 210 cm
King Single, 160 x 225 cm
Double 180 x 210 cm
Queen 210 x 210 cm
Super Queen 210 x 225 cm
King 245 x 210 cm
Super King 275 x 240 cm

HOW TO KNOW IF A QUILT OR BLANKET IS BEST FOR YOU





An Organic Cotton Summer Quilt with a light organic blanket will probably be ideal most of the year.
On those cold nights use both; during mild nights use a Quilt.
Lightweight Organic Fleece Blankets are perfect for those nights when a quilt is too much and a sheet is not
enough.
A Winter Quilt may be required by those who really feel the cold.

Quilt Cover and Pillowcase Set - Organic Cotton Canvas Botanica Print
Quilt Cover and Pillow Case Sets Made from 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton. 'Botanic' floral organic fabric printed with low impact dyes.
Opening at foot-end with metal press-studs. Sewn in our Organature
sewing room. Bold and beautiful with a colour palette to mix and match
perfectly with our popular plain dyed Organic Poplin bed linen colour
range. Made from Certified Organic Lightweight Canvas our Quilt Covers
are backed with plain soft white organic poplin and your choice of white
binding for a crisp, cool look, OR bound with Burgundy if you are after
warmer ambience. Set includes Quilt Cover and Pillowcase(s) to match.
Single and King Single Sets include One Cuffed Pillowcase only. All other sizes include a Pair of Cuffed Pillowcases in the
matching fabric.
MEASUREMENTS IN APPROXIMATE CENTIMETERS:







Single - 140 x 210 cm
King Single - 160 x 225 cm
Double – 180 x 210 cm
Queen – 210 x 210 cm
Super Queen - 210 x 225 cm
Super King - 275 x 240 cm

Fabric for Botanica is a LIGHTWEIGHT canvas Oxford weave 190 GSM, with the starch washed out. Not to be confused
with HEAVY canvas as used in sails and blinds. ORGANIC BOTANICA PRINT MATCHING SETS:
Botanica Quilt Cover and Pillowcase Set | Botanica Home and Bedroom Accessories

Quilt Cover - Organic Raw Cosy Flannel - ALL SIZES
Raw Cosy Flannel Quilt Cover made in Australia from 100% GOTS
certified organic fabric and bound with Organic Poplin. This fabric is super
soft and fluffy. Perfect for warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our
cosy flannel fabrics are a brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette – so
there are no itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are about
280 – 285 gsm. This fabric is also raw, which means it is un-dyed, unbleached, un-treated in any way and has natural flecks in the colouration.
Natural, certified organic and unbleached is the perfect choice for people
wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THIS LUXURY COSY FLANNEL RANGE:







Sheet Sets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Fitted Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Flat Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Quilt Covers - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Pillowcases - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Cushion Cover - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel

PLEASE NOTE: Cosy fabric is only 230 cm wide; full width is used in the centre, therefore side joins are added to achieve
the full sheet quilt. The special joins are very small and fall mainly outside sleeping area. DELIVERY TIME: These
products are made upon request and have a 2 -3 week waiting time.
Available in our full range of sizes. Approximate measurements: Cot – 100 x 130 cm. Single - 140 x 210 cm. Double – 180
x 210 cm. Queen – 210 x 225 cm. King – 245 x 210 cm. King Single – 160 x 225 cm. Super Queen – 210 x 225 cm.
Super King- 275 x 240 cm.

Quilt Cover - Organic Poplin – various colours – all sizes
One Quilt Cover Only. Made in Australia from 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton Poplin. Opening at foot end with metal press-studs.
PLEASE NOTE: These quilt covers are deliberately made with
overlocking on the outside that looks like piping (see attached images). If
this isn't to your liking please mention it in the additional notes section of
your order and we will make one with the overlocking on the inside - but
please be aware, this could take up to 4 weeks to make, complete and
deliver. If it's good for you the way it is, just place your order as normal.
(*Note - some quilt covers have 2 studs towards either corner of the
cover. These are for decoration only and ends are partly sewn to avoid quilt slip.) This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe
fabric, similar to Percale but of a greater quality. Suitable for most climates all year round.
COLOURS: Available in a wide range of fashion colours. Our Natural colour, is NOT treated/bleached/or dyed in any way
and is ideal for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible
MEASUREMENTS IN APPROX CM: Cot - 100 x 130 cm. Single -140 x 210 cm. Double - 180 x 210 cm. Queen - 210 x
210 cm. King - 245 x 210 cm. King Single - 160 x 225 cm. Super Queen - 210 x 225 cm. Super King - 275 x 240 cm.
REVIEW: Maree |
| 24/09/2014 | I received my order and have just put it on the bed. The sheet and
pillowcases look and feel amazing. Thank you so much. I am hoping to eventually replace all of our bed linen with your
beautiful products.
REVIEW: Fiona |
| 20/08/2013 | Lovely and soft to sleep on with no nasty smells. Didn't need to wash them
before use. Thank you for creating beautiful organic linen.

Organic Sheets & Sheet Sets
ORGANIC COTTON SHEETS AUSTRALIA: ORGANATURE ® are manufacturers of superior quality Bedlinen, made in
Australia from GOTS Certified 100% Organic Cotton Fabric. Our Organic Cotton Bedlinen is cut, sewn, folded and
wrapped in our own hygienic sewing room. Superior soft fabric without chemicals, allows your skin to breath, providing
you with a healthy sleep. Our Organic Cotton Fitted Sheets have elastic around the edges and are made to a generous
size to suit Pillow Top and deep mattresses. Together these features eliminate the need to refit the sheet in the middle of
the night. Our Organic Cotton Flat Sheets are a very generous size, in both width and length. No more fighting for the
bedding or losing your covering during the night. With our huge range of colours, you are able to mix and match!
THE NATURAL ORGANIC COLOURS: Organic Sheets come in a wide range of colours (created with low-impact dyes
acceptable by GOTS Organic Certification) to match the pillowcases quilt covers and cushion covers. Our Natural colour
is NOT treated, bleached or dyed in any way for those who are extra careful about what they put next to their skin.
Natural, certified organic and unbleached is the ideal choice for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free
as possible. Please note that colours will vary according to your computer monitor settings. If you would like to touch and
see the exact fabric colour samples, we are more than happy to send you our selection in the mail.
FURTHER READING: The Quality, Use And Care Of Organic Fabrics
ORGANIC SHEETS FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/bedroom/sheets-sheet-sets/

Fitted Sheets - Cream Organic Cosy Flannel - VARIOUS SIZES
One Cream Cosy Flannel Fitted Sheet made in Australia from 100%
GOTS certified organic fabric. This beautiful organic fabric is super soft
and fluffy. Perfect for warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our cosy
flannel fabrics are a brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette – so there
are no itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are about 280 –
285 gsm. Some people may even call it luxury organic flannelette.
To allow for shrinkage these fitted sheets have been made slightly larger.
Cream Cosy is a very light cream non-harmful dyed fabric.
PLEASE NOTE: Cosy fabric is not woven in wide widths and therefore to
produce the various bedlinen products side panels have been added to the fabric full width centre panels. The special
joins are very small and fall mainly outside the sleeping area. All Flat Sheets and Fitted Sheet in the sizes of Queen, King
and Super King have joins that run either side of the sheet. These joins are not under where the body generally lays. This
does not apply to baby bedding sizes, which are made as normal without these joins.
Available in our full range of sizes.
Approximate Measurements: Single Fitted Sheet – 91 x 190 x 35 wall. Double Fitted Sheet – 137 x 190 x 35 wall.
Queen Fitted Sheet – 152 x 203 x 39 wall. King Fitted Sheet – 183 x 203 x 39 wall. King Single Fitted Sheet – 107 x 203 x
35 wall. Single Long Fitted Sheet – 91 x 203 x 35 wall. Cot Fitted Sheet – 69 x 130 x 20 wall, and Cot Fitted Sheet 77
x 132 x 20 wall. Cradle Fitted Sheet – 48 x 94 x 10 wall.
(*Note that the Fitted Sheet is elasticated around the edges to fit comfortably on all mattress depths. Cradle and Bassinet
sizes are elasticated at ends only to avoid mattress rising.)

Flat Sheet - Cream Organic Cosy Flannel - VARIOUS SIZES
One Cream Cosy Flannel Flat Sheet made in Australia from 100% GOTS
certified organic fabric. This beautiful organic fabric is super soft and fluffy.
Perfect for warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our cosy flannel
fabrics are a brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette – so there are no
itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are about 280 – 285
gsm. Some people may even call it luxury organic flannelette. To allow for
shrinkage, the fitted sheet, flat sheet and pillowcases have been made
slightly larger. Cream Cosy is a very light cream non-harmful dyed fabric.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THIS LUXURY COSY FLANNEL RANGE:







Sheet Sets – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Fitted Sheets – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Flat Sheets – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Quilt Covers – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Pillowcases – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel
Cushion Cover – Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) – Cream Cosy Flannel

PLEASE NOTE: Cosy fabric is 230 cm wide; full width is used in the centre, therefore side joins are added to achieve the
full sheet size. The special joins are very small and fall mainly outside sleeping area. All Flat Sheets and Fitted Sheet in
the sizes of Queen, King and Super King have joins that run either side of sheet. The centre panel is approx.150 cms.
These joins are not under where the body generally lays. This does not apply to baby bedding sizes, which are made
without these joins.
Available in our full range of sizes. Approximate Measurements: Single – Cuffed flat sheet – 180 x 265 cm. Double –
Cuffed flat sheet – 220 x 265 cm. Queen – Cuffed flat sheet – 250 x 285 cm. King – Cuffed flat sheet – 270 x 285 cm.
King Single – Cuffed flat sheet – 200 x 285 cm. Single Long – Cuffed flat sheet – 180 x 285 cm. The length of the sheets
can vary between 270 – 285 cm depending upon the width of the fabric roll.

Flat Sheets - Organic Raw Cosy Flannel - ALL SIZES
One Raw Cosy Flannel Flat Sheet made in Australia from 100% GOTS
certified organic fabric. This fabric is super soft and fluffy. Perfect for
warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our cosy flannel fabrics are a
brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette – so there are no itchy or
sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are about 280 – 285 gsm. Some
people may even call it luxury organic flannelette. This fabric is also raw,
which means it is un-dyed, un-bleached, un-treated in any way and has
natural flecks in the colouration. Natural, certified organic and unbleached
is the ideal choice for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivityfree as possible.
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THIS LUXURY COSY FLANNEL RANGE:







Sheet Sets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Fitted Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Flat Sheets - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Quilt Covers - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Pillowcases - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel
Cushion Cover - Raw Cosy Flannel (natural) - Cream Cosy Flannel

PLEASE NOTE: Cosy fabric is 230 cm wide; full width is used in the centre, therefore side joins are added to achieve the
full sheet size. The special joins are very small and fall mainly outside sleeping area. All Flat and Fitted Sheet in the sizes
of Queen, King and Super King have joins that run either side of sheet. All smaller sizes are cut in one piece as normal.
Available in our full range of sizes. Approximate Measurements: Single – Cuffed flat sheet – 180 x 265 cm. Double –
Cuffed flat sheet – 220 x 265 cm. Queen – Cuffed flat sheet – 250 x 285 cm. King – Cuffed flat sheet – 270 x 285 cm.
King Single – Cuffed flat sheet – 200 x 285 cm. Single Long – Cuffed flat sheet – 180 x 285 cm. Bassinet - Cuffed flat
sheet – 75 x 83 cm (we suggest if your bassinet is larger than this size, to go up a size to a Cradle Sheet).

Fitted Sheets - Organic Raw Cosy Flannel - ALL SIZES
Our Raw Cosy Flannel Fitted Sheet is made in Australia from 100%
GOTS certified organic fabric. This fabric is super soft and fluffy. Perfect
for warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our cosy flannel fabrics are a
brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette – so there are no itchy or
sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are about 280 – 285 gsm. Some
people may even call it luxury organic flannelette. This fabric is also raw,
which means it is un-dyed, un-bleached, un-treated in any way and has
natural flecks in the colouration. Natural, certified organic and unbleached
is the ideal choice for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivityfree as possible.

Sheet Sets - Organic Raw Cosy Flannel - ALL SIZES
Raw Cosy Flannel Sheet Sets. Includes Flat, Fitted and Pillowcases made
in Australia from 100% GOTS certified organic fabric. This fabric is super
soft and fluffy. Perfect for warming up on those chilly winter nights. Our
cosy flannel fabrics are a brushed organic cotton – not a flannelette - so
there are no itchy or sneezy fibres to irritate anyone, and they are about
280 – 285 gsm. Some people may even call it luxury organic flannelette.
This fabric is also raw, which means it is un-dyed, un-bleached, un-treated
in any way and has natural flecks in the colouration. Natural, certified
organic and unbleached is the perfect choice for people wanting to live as
allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.
(Single, Single Long and King Single Sizes come with one only pillowcase, all the other sizes come with a pair.)

To allow for shrinkage, the fitted sheet, flat sheet and pillowcases have been made slightly larger. Due to the fabric being
organic, inconsistency can occur in the rate of shrinkage. Some fitted sheets MAY still fit a little loosely at on end, which
can be easily tucked under.
PLEASE NOTE: Cosy fabric is 230 cm wide; full width is used in the centre, therefore side joins are added to achieve the
full sheet size. The special joins are very small and fall mainly outside sleeping area. All Flat Sheets, and all sizes but
Single in the Fitted Sheet have joins that run either side of sheet. The centre panel is approx. 150 cms. These joins are
not under where the body generally lays. This does not apply to baby bedding sizes, which are made without these joins.
Available in our full range of sizes. Approximate Measurements below in cm:










Single Fitted Sheet – 91 x 190 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 180 x 265 cm
Double Fitted Sheet – 137 x 190 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 220 x 265 cm
Queen Fitted Sheet – 152 x 203 x 39 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 250 x 285 cm
King Fitted Sheet – 183 x 203 x 39 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 270 x 285 cm
King Single Fitted Sheet – 107 x 203 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 200 x 285 cm
Single Long Fitted Sheet – 91 x 203 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 180 x 285 cm
Cot Fitted Sheet – 77 x 132 x 20 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 120 x 160 cm
Cradle Fitted Sheet – 48 x 94 x 10 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 94 x 109 cm
Bassinet Fitted Sheet – 42 x 76 x 8 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet – 75 x 83 cm (we suggest if your bassinet is larger
than this size, to go up a size to a Cradle Sheet).

Please Note: The length of the sheets can vary between 270 – 285 cm depending upon the width of the fabric roll. Cot
and cradle sizes are available as separates - fitted and quilt covers only. The Fitted Sheet is elasticated around the edges
to fit comfortably on all mattress depths. Cradle and Bassinet sizes are elasticated at ends only to avoid mattress rising.

Fitted Sheets - Organic Poplin - various colours - all sizes
One Only Fitted Sheet made in Australia from our 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton Poplin Fabric. This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe fabric,
similar to Percale but of a greater quality. Suitable for most climates all
year round and available in a range of colours and styles that form part of
our most popular plain dyed Organic Cotton Poplin Range.
(*Note that the Fitted Sheet is elasticated around the edges, to fit
comfortably on all mattress depths. Cradle and Bassinet sizes are
elasticated at ends only to avoid mattress rising.)

Flat Sheet - Organic Poplin - various colours - all sizes
One Only Cuffed Flat Sheet. Made in Australia from 100% GOTS Certified
Organic Cotton Poplin. This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe fabric, similar
to Percale but of a greater quality. Suitable for most climates all year
round and available in a range of colours and styles that form part of our
most popular plain dyed Organic Cotton Poplin Range.
REVIEW: Maree |
| 24/09/2014| I received my order and
have just put it on the bed. The sheet and pillowcases look and feel
amazing. I am hoping to replace all of our bed linen with your beautiful
products.
REVIEW: Fiona |
| 20/08/2013 | Lovely and soft to sleep on with no nasty smells. Didn't need to wash them
before use. Thank you for creating beautiful organic linen.

Sheet Sets - Organic Poplin - various colours - all sizes
Our Sheet Set contains one Fitted Sheet and one Cuffed Flat Sheet. Also
one Standard size Cuffed Pillowcase for Cot, Single or King Single sizes
and two pillowcases for all other sizes.
Made in Australia from 100% GOTS Certified Organic Cotton Poplin.
This Poplin is a lighter weight deluxe fabric, similar to Percale but of a
greater quality. Suitable for most climates all year round and available in a
range of colours and styles that form part of our most popular plain dyed
Organic Cotton Poplin Range which can be found in the links below.







Sheets Sets
Flat Sheets
Fitted Sheets
Pillowcases
Cushion Covers
Quilt Covers

COLOURS: Available in a wide range of fashion colours created using GOTS Certified low impact dyes. Our Natural
colour is NOT treated/bleached/dyed in any way and is ideal for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free
as possible.
REVIEW: Raelene |
| 13/01/2017 | Just a quick note to let you know I used your bed sheets for the first time
and they were so comfy to sleep in. The fabric is smooth and strong, yet beautifully crisp and light for a warm summer
night. Thank you for making these perfect sheets!
REVIEW: Kerrie |
| 19/08/2014 | I bought a sheet set from you a couple of weeks ago and are extremely
happy with the feel, sizing and quality of your sheets. Since using your sheets I have found that I am sleeping better

without waking due to overheating. I look forward to making further purchases of Australian Made and Chemical Free
products from you in the future.
SIZES AND MEASUREMENTS: Measurements below in approximate centimeters.











Single Fitted Sheet - 91 x 190 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet -180 x 260 cm
Double Fitted Sheet - 137 x 190 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 220 x 260 cm
Queen Fitted Sheet - 152 x 203 x 39 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 250 x 280 cm
King Fitted Sheet - 183 x 203 x 39 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 280 x 280 cm
King Single Fitted Sheet - 107 x 203 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 200 x 280 cm
Single Long Fitted Sheet - 91 x 203 x 35 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 180 x 280 cm
Super King Fitted Sheet - 203 x 203 x 39 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 310 x 280 cm
Cot Fitted Sheet - 77 x 132 x 20 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 120 x 160 cm
Cradle Fitted Sheet - 48 x 94 x 10 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 94 x 109 cm
Bassinet Fitted Sheet - 38 x 76 x 8 cm wall Cuffed flat sheet - 94 x 109 cm

**Note that the Fitted Sheet is elasticated around the edges, to fit comfortably on all mattress depths. Cradle and
Bassinet sizes are elasticated at ends only to avoid mattress rising. The length of the sheets can vary between 270 – 285
cm depending upon the width of the fabric roll.

Timber Beds, Bunks, Trundles
100% ORGANIC BEDROOM FURNITURE AUSTRALIA: Our beautiful Timber BEDS, BUNKS, TRUNDLES, SOFA’S,
COTS and BED SIDE TABLES are made specially for us in South Gippsland, using Victorian Ash from managed
plantations. Purchased from a local mill to reduce carbon footprint. NO Harmful Finishes, NO MDF, NO Chipboard, NO
Chemical Paint, NO Fumigation and NO Toxic Glues are used during any part of the manufacturing process.
ORGANIC TIMBER FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant and mineral based oil in several
colours. Minimal special glue used in joints, dries rock hard between timbers, no out-gassing. Decorative bolts included,
special key supplied and components are numbered for ease of assembly. Slats are NOT oiled or painted.
ORGANIC BED BASES: Suitable for futons and innerspring mattresses. Supplied as three panels, providing a stable
base. Please Note: platform height is from floor to top of platform. Clearance under can vary with frame timbers used. Bed
Bases are supplied flat packed. Our beds are not made for mattresses to sit inside a lip, so when constructing ensure the
side frames of the bed are used with the small space facing up towards the ceiling.
CARING FOR YOUR BED: Timber contracts and expands during different atmospheric conditions and as result
sometimes squeaking may occur. If this happens, we recommend a very small amount of soap or Vaseline between the
frame and slats.
AUSTRALIA-WIDE DELIVERY: All our beds, mattresses, futons, bed bases and toppers are professionally delivered
right throughout Australia by a specialist courier service. These items are carefully packaged and sent from our hygienic
factory in Victoria and freight is charged according to your postcode.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT TIMBER FURNITURE IN AUSTRALIA: Did you know that most conventional
wooden furniture is made using toxic glues and finishes? Imported timber must be fumigated before it can enter the
country. Almost all timber furniture, cots, cradles, chests, bunks and beds sold in Australia ARE imported.
All Organature® Bed Linen and Hardwood Furniture is chemical-free, toxin-free, additive-free and proudly MADE IN
AUSTRALIA where we can guarantee the purity of the manufacturing process from start to finish … so we can confidently
call it 100% Organic. Please read Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option to find out more.

BUNK BEDS - With optional mattress / futon bundle
AUSTRALIAN-MADE
We are now making bunk beds in single, king single and double AUSTRALIAN MADE 100% Organic.
MADE TO ORDER in our craftsman workshop in South Gippsland. using
Australian hardwood. 100% Australian hardwood bunk, NO MDF, No
Chipboard, No toxic glues. No chemical paints or finishes. Definitely NO
fumigation.
Suitable for 2 x innerspring or futon mattresses.

DIFFERENT POSITIONS FOR THE LADDER: The ladder can be placed on the right or left hand side of the bed OR right
or left hand side of the foot end.
HEIGHT: We are able to custom make that bunks to a specified height as well.
TRUNDLE BED OPTION: A trundle bed can be ordered to fit underneath. See our Montrose Trundle for more details.
ORGANIC FINISHES: Raw and Sanded (No Oil Finish) OR Plant Based Oiled in Clear, Walnut, Dark Walnut, Rosewood
and Smoked Oak. We source our oils from Livos who have a range of other colours, you may choose to purchase raw
and sanded and apply the oils yourself, here is a link to the Livos website: Livos. Additional price for any Oil finishes.
GENERAL BUNK SAFETY: There should be at least 2 metres clearance between the bunk bed and ceiling fans and
lights. If your bunk beds cannot be flush up against the bedroom wall, then allow a clear space greater than 230 mm right
around the bed. Keep the floor are around the bunk free from hard toys or sharp objects, in case of a trip or fall. A small
light left on, can help children safely out of top bunk in the night.

BUNKS SIZES AVAILABLE:




BUNK BEDS – Single with optional mattress / futon bundle AUSTRALIAN
BUNK BEDS – King Single with optional mattress / futon bundle AUSTRALIAN
BUNK BEDS – Double with optional mattress / futon bundle AUSTRALIAN

AUSTRALIA-WIDE DELIVERY: All our beds, mattresses, futons, bed bases and toppers are professionally delivered
right throughout Australia by a specialist courier service. These items are carefully packaged and sent from our hygienic
factory in Victoria and freight is charged according to your postcode. This cost is not included in your online order, and we
will contact you to confirm the delivery charge. If you select ‘Pick up from store’ – this will still incur a $50 fee for transport
from our craftsman factory to our shop in Newhaven. Feel free to email us to get a quote for delivery before placing your
order.
DELIVERY TIME: Please feel free to place your orders, however because each item is individually handcrafted,
production time on most timber products is approx. 4 weeks.
REVIEW: Andrew |
| 1/03/2019. Great news, the bunks have arrived! I have now fully assembled them, which
was no trouble at all. The quality of the wood and workmanship is first class - we are very glad we settled on this bunk
after nearly getting some second hand junk.

SPECIAL BUNDLE DEAL
If a mattress or futon is purchased with the bunk, we offer 10% off the list price of the extra items. This
special deal applies to one or two mattresses, and Innersprings or Futon combinations THIS DEAL IS
ONLY AVAILABLE IF PURCHASED TOGETHER WITH YOUR NEW BUNK.

Hardwood Bed Base – Slat Panels – AUSTRALIAN MADE
100% Organic
Hardwood Slat Panels are designed to go onto an existing Bed Base.
Perfect to revamp your antique or older style bed that could have ply,
chipboard, MDF or varnished slats. Replacing the slats to allow proper
breath-ability of the mattress, or repositioning the slats to a higher or lower
position can make changing the bed and airing the mattress easier,
providing longevity of your mattress and better health in your bedroom.
Supplied in three slat panels for standard bed base sizes, so they sit
together well and avoid movement.
Slat panels are better left raw and sanded. No need for additional oils, colour or stains as they generally won’t be seen.
OPTIONAL SIDE SUPPORT: As an optional extra, if the new slat panels need to be re-positioned, raised, lowered or
supported better on your existing bed base, we include six side support hardwood timber lengths and fixing screws. These
make sure the Slat Panels to fit onto your existing base properly, wherever you need them to be.
AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)

Hardwood Bed Base – Daintree – AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Daintree bed base is constructed with beautiful Australian Hardwood
and is a simple and elegant style for your bedroom. The Daintree bed
base in King Single, Queen or King sizes is ideal to use in combination
with the Organature Montrose Trundle which rolls conveniently
underneath, in the smaller or same size as the base. Single and Double
styles are not suitable for sliding a trundle underneath.
Platform Height: Available in 45 cm or 54 cm depending on if you would
like a Montrose Trundle to match. This standard platform height is
measured from the floor to the the top of the platform. We are also able to do this at the standard 36 cm platform height
but this is not suitable for a trundle.



To fit the Montrose Trundle, with a *'Low Profile' Organature Innerspring Mattress and some bedding, the Daintree
platform height is 45 cm.
To fit the Montrose Trundle, with a Regular Organature Innerspring Mattress and some bedding, the Daintree
platform height is 54 cm.

*By special request we can make an Organic Cotton *Low Profile innerspring mattress. A low profile mattress is made
with the same quality strong springs, the same height, as those used for cot mattresses, but, with more Organic Cotton
filling. To find out about more about these low profile mattresses, please contact us.
**Main photo shows Daintree Bed Base being used with our Montrose trundle and a regular Organature Innerspring
Mattress.
Suitable for innerspring or futon.

Hardwood Bed Base - Airley - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
The Airley bed base is a simple and elegant bed base that is ideally suited
to combine with our Montrose Trundle in the same size. The solid timber
bed base frame has three slat panels to avoid movement and provide
breathe-ability for the mattress. The Single Trundle will fit under the
single, double and king single Airley Base. The Double trundle will fit
under the double Airley Base and the King Single trundle will fit under the
King Single Base.
STANDARD PLATFORM HEIGHT: 30 or 36 cm - please select in the drop
down options your desired bed height.
Other Platform heights available to allow a Montrose Trundle with a *'Low Profile' Organature Innerspring Mattress and
some bedding to be underneath the platform height must be 45 cm.
OR for a Montrose Trundle with a regular Organature Innerspring Mattress the Airley Base Platform Height must be 54
cm. Please select in the drop down options your desired bed height.
*By special request we can make an Organic Cotton *Low Profile innerspring mattress. A low profile mattress is made
with the same quality strong springs, the same height, as those used for cot mattresses, but, with more Organic Cotton
filling. To find out about more about these low profile mattresses, please contact us.
AVAILABLE BED SIZES: Single, King Single and Double Bed options only.
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
For a similar style in Queen, King and Super King we recommend our Barossa Hardwood Bed Base.

Hardwood Bed Base – Lauriston – AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Lauriston Bed Base is a classic style with high headboard and no
foot-end. Made from 100% Victorian Mountain Ash Hardwood, it is a
beautiful for mornings reading in bed with it’s high headboard and elegant
finish. Constructed with three slat panels to avoid movement and gaps to
allow proper breathing of your mattress. Our Lauriston Hardwood bed
base, is based on the Elliston, but without the foot-end. The legs here
finished like our Daylesford.
AVAILABLE SIZES: Single, King Single, Double Bed and Queen only.
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
Standard Headboard Height: 1200 mm from floor to top of headboard.
Standard Platform Height: – from floor to top of platform available in 300 or 360 mm. Please specify in customer
comments your preference.
If you would like a higher platform, between 370 – 600 mm is available at an extra cost of $40.00. Please select this
option and specify your height domination in your customer comments.
Suitable for innerspring or futon.

Hardwood Bed Base - Katherine - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Katherine Bed base is a plain slat base that's as easy as pie to
assemble. The three slat panels sit snugly between the solid
bars. Available in several different heights. This base is NOT suitable for
trundles or drawers underneath. Suitable for innerspring or futon.
MADE TO ORDER in Organature's workshop using Australian
hardwood. Using timber without chemical fumigation. Bed Bases are
supplied flat packed. Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly. Minimal
glue used, dries rock hard so NO out-gassing.
AVAILABLE BED HEIGHTS:




Low Rise 160 mm - for this option we use 90 x 32 mm solid timbers for the base. Under Bed Clearance 70 mm
Maximum.
Mid Rise 260 mm - made with 140 x 32 mm solid interlocking timbers. Under Bed Clearance 120 mm Maximum.
High Rise 360 mm - made with 140 x 32 mm solid interlocking timbers. For this option, 100 mm legs are added to
the 140 mm cross bars. Under Bed Clearance 220 mm Maximum.

AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)

Hardwood Bed Base - Esperance – AUSTRALIAN MADE
100% Organic
This Esperance bed base has the same base set up as the Katherine but
just with a head board. The slats are supplied as three panels, providing a
stable base that sit snugly between the solid bars. A plain slat base with
upright headboard to allow you to prop up the pillows and linger in bed a
little longer enjoying your favourite book and a cup of tea. Esperance
Headboard has a height of 700 mm, with two 110 mm wide top and
bottom rails, with a 65 mm intermediate rail. Suitable for innerspring or
futon.
AVAILABLE BED HEIGHTS:




Low Rise 160 mm - we use 90 x 32 mm solid timbers for the base.
Mid Rise 260 mm - made with 140 x 32 mm solid interlocking timbers.
High Rise 360 mm - made with 140 x 32 mm solid interlocking timbers. (as pictured.)

AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)
ORGANIC FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant and mineral based oil.

Hardwood Bed Base - Eden - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Eden bed base has a 110 mm wide shelf on the Headboard. A plain
slat base with upright headboard to allow you to prop up the pillows and
linger in bed a little longer enjoying your favourite book and a cup of tea.
And the shelf gives you somewhere to put the books when you're ready to
go out and enjoy the day. Standard headboard height of 700 mm, with
110 mm wide shelf. Suitable for innerspring or futon.
Construction of the Eden base and headboard are the same as
the Katherine and Esperance.
BED HEIGHT OPTIONS: The Eden Bed Base Comes In 3 Bed Heights.




Eden Bed Low Rise 160 mm
Eden Bed Mid Rise 260 mm
Eden Bed High Rise 360 mm

AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)

Hardwood Bed Base – Elliston – AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Elliston Bed Base is a classic style with headboard and matching
footend. Made from 100% Victorian Mountain Ash Hardwood, it is a
beautiful addition for mornings reading in bed with its high headboard and
elegant finish. Constructed with three slat panels to avoid movement and
gaps to allow proper breathing of mattress.
The Lauriston Hardwood bed base is the same as the Elliston, but without
the foot-end.

AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (with additional centre slat support)
Standard headboard height: 1200 mm from floor to top of headboard.
Standard platform Height - from floor to top of platform available in 300 or 360 mm. Please specify in customer comments
your preference. If you would like a higher platform, between 370 - 600 mm is available at a cost of $40.00. Please select
this option and specify your height domination in your customer comments.
Suitable for innerspring or futon.

Hardwood Trundle platform style – Montrose – AUSTRALIAN
MADE 100% Organic
This Montrose Trundle is suitable for an Innerspring or Futon Mattress to
be placed on top. The platform base allows making the bed a breeze. It is
designed to slide under our Kingston, Daintree, Airley or Hawthorn beds
only. The bed base it is to go under needs to have at least a 35 cm
clearance. Two of the 4 castors have locks to secure the trundle in place.
Suitable for Children.
Frame of 70 x 35 mm with three slat panels to avoid movement.
MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop using Australian hardwood. Using timber without chemical fumigation. Bed
Bases are supplied flat packed. Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly. Minimal glue used, dries rock hard so NO outgassing. Suitable for innerspring or futon.
AVAILABLE BED SIZES: Available in Single, King Single and Double ONLY
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
ORGANIC FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant and mineral based oil. We source our oils from Livos
who have a range of other colours, you may choose to purchase raw and sanded and apply the oils yourself.
ASSEMBLY: Our beds are not made for mattresses to sit inside a lip, so when constructing ensure the side frames of the
bed are used with the small space facing up towards the ceiling. For assembly instructions please refer to: Bed Assembly
Instructions Barossa Daylesford Mansfield Daintree Hawthorn Kingston Apollo Airley Windsor and Trundles.

Hardwood Bed Base – Kingston – AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
This Beautiful timber bed base has a solid slatted timber 57 cm high
ladder style head board and recessed legs to avoid stubbing toes. The
Kingston is a mix of Hawthorn and Barossa bed bases. It has the 57 cm
Hawthorn Head board on which we have added a foot end.
TRUNDLE BED CAPABILITIES: This base is suitable for our Montrose
Trundle to fit under.
For a Single, King Single or Double Bed base made with the 90 x 32 mm
frame: To fit the Montrose trundle, our regular innerspring mattress
together with bedding under the base, the platform height must be 52 cm. OPTION: By using a *Low Profile innerspring
mattress together with bedding under the base, the platform height must be 42 cm.
For a Queen and King base we use 140 x 32 mm frame: To fit the Montrose Trundle, our regular innerspring mattress
together with bedding under the base, the platform height must be 57 cm. OPTION: By using a *Low Profile innerspring
mattress together with bedding under the base, the platform height must be 47 cm.
*By special request we can make an Organic Cotton *Low Profile innerspring mattress. A low profile mattress is made
with the same quality strong springs, the same height, as those used for cot mattresses, but, with more Organic Cotton
filling. To find out about more about these low profile mattresses, please contact us.
LEG POSITIONS: With the ‘Kingston’ base 90 x 32 mm legs are positioned on the outside of the frame to allow same
size, or smaller, trundle to fit between legs. For example. Single trundle under S, KS or D or S under KS or D.
Also available as 'Airley' Bed Base, which is the Kingston without head or foot-ends. Please Contact Us if you'd like
further information. For assembly instructions please refer to: Bed Assembly Instructions Barossa Daylesford Mansfield
Daintree Hawthorn Kingston Apollo Airley Windsor and Trundles

Hardwood Bed Base – Hawthorn – AUSTRALIAN MADE
100% Organic
This beautiful hardwood bed base created with Victorian Mountain Ash
timber, has a 57 cm headboard height to push your pillows up and enjoy a
book in bed for that little bit longer. Pictured here is a King Single
Hawthorn Bed Base with 90 x 32 cm frame and the single Montrose
Trundle sliding underneath, (which is also available to order). The legs are
placed on the outside to allow for a trundle to go under smoothly.
*We recommend you DO NOT expose the bed head to direct sunlight or
heat.




Platform height to suit Montrose Trundle with futon is 50 cm.
Platform height to suit Montrose Trundle with regular Organature Innerspring Mattress is 52 cm.
Standard platform heights are 30 cm or 36 cm.

Only the King Single, Queen or King bases are suitable for the Single Montrose Trundle to fit under. To fit the Montrose
Trundle underneath using OUR regular innerspring mattress together with bedding under the base, the platform height
must be 52 cm.
OPTION: On special request we can make a *Low profile innerspring mattress for this purpose as together with bedding
under this base, the platform height needs to be 42 cm. *The low profile mattress is made with the same quality strong
springs, the same height, as those used for cot mattresses, but, with more Organic Cotton filling. Please contact us to find
out more.
BED HEIGHTS: The Hawthorn Bed Base Comes In 2 Bed Heights. 30 cm and 36 cm. Also available as 'Daintree' Bed
Base, which is the Hawthorn without the head-end. If you wish to discuss other height options please Contact Us.

Hardwood Bed Base - Eden - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Eden bed base has a 110 mm wide shelf on the Headboard. A plain
slat base with upright headboard to allow you to prop up the pillows and
linger in bed a little longer enjoying your favourite book and a cup of tea.
And the shelf gives you somewhere to put the books when you're ready to
go out and enjoy the day. Standard headboard height of 700 mm, with
110 mm wide shelf. Suitable for innerspring or futon.
Construction of the Eden base and headboard are the same as
the Katherine and Esperance.
BED HEIGHT OPTIONS: The Eden Bed Base Comes In 3 Bed Heights.




Eden Bed Low Rise 160 mm
Eden Bed Mid Rise 260 mm
Eden Bed High Rise 360 mm

AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)

Hardwood Bed Base - Daylesford 77 cm headboard –
AUSTRALIAN MADE 100% Organic
The beautiful Daylesford headboard is used on the same bed as
the Mansfield however the base of the bed is more like the Barossa. Solid
140 x 32 mm timber frame with solid timber headboard. Recessed legs to
avoid stubbing toes. Base Height: 30 or 36 cm. This standard platform
height is measured from the floor to the top of the platform.
AVAILABLE HEADBOARD HEIGHTS:



Headboard Height: 77 cm
Headboard Height: 66 cm

AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)
*Main photo - bed base has been oiled in walnut.
REVIEW: Liz |
|28/08/2016 | I just received my double bed base and I'm very happy with it! I just wanted to
mention how helpful Michael was, as I only paid him for delivery, but he helped me with putting the base together too.
Thank you!

Hardwood Bed Base – Maldon – AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Maldon Bed base is a solid base with a Head and Foot end. The
upright headboard allows you to prop up the pillows and linger in bed a
little longer enjoying your favourite book and a cup of tea. Solid 140 x 32
mm timber frame. It has three slat panels to avoid movement and an extra
slat support for King and Super King sizes. Suitable for innerspring or
futon.
STANDARD PLATFORM HEIGHT: 360 mm, head posts 1200 mm, footend posts 900 mm; other height options for platform and posts available.
AVAILABLE BED HEIGHTS:


Headboard and foot-end height options are available: reduced heights at no extra charge. Increased heights at
$50 per 10 cm increase, per head-end or foot-end.

The standard platform height from floor to top of platform is 360 mm. Lower platform options are at no extra charge, for
platform increased heights between 370-600 mm an additional $40 will be added. Contact us to order these other options
AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)

Hardwood Bed Base – Richmond – AUSTRALIAN MADE
100% Organic
Our Richmond Bed base is like the Maldon but without the foot-end. The
upright headboard allows you to prop up the pillows and linger in bed a
little longer enjoying your favourite book and a cup of tea. Solid 140 x 32
mm timber frame and recessed legs at foot-end. Suitable for innerspring
or futon.
Standard Platform Heights: 360 mm. Other platform height options
available: between 260-300 mm and 370-600 mm at a extra cost of
$40.00.
Head-end Height: 1200 mm, posts 65 x 65 mm with 65 x 32 mm connecting rails and 110 x 19 mm slats. Single and King
Single have 4 slats, Double and Queen 5 slats, King 6 slats.
AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)
ASSEMBLY: Our beds are not made for mattresses to sit inside a lip, so when constructing ensure the side frames of the
bed are used with the small space facing up towards the ceiling. For assembly instructions please refer to: Bed Assembly
Instructions Maldon Richmond Elliston Lauriston.

Hardwood Bed Base - Barossa - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Our Barossa Bed base is like the Maldon but without the Head or Footend. Made from 100% Victorian Mountain Ash Hardwood. Solid 140 x 32
mm timber frame with L shaped recessed legs to avoid stubbing toes. The
legs are bolted to the inside of the frame providing a stronger construction
without the leg protrusion. No toxic glue is used anywhere on the frame.
The Australian hardwood slat timber we are using at present are 65 x 19
mm, spacing is approx. 65 mm. This is an ideal combination to support a
futon and provide proper spacing for the special Bonnell springs used in
our mattresses. The slats sit level with the side frame. This is done so that the mattress gets maximum airing, essential
with ANY mattress, and easier to make the bed as you don’t have struggle with hands between frame and mattress. The
slats come in three panels, to avoid movement and secure fit in the base. And with the King and Super King an additional
centre slat is added for support.
The outer rims of the mattress also sits on the outer 32 mm thick base frame, thus covering the slats. Standard platform
heights 26 cm and 36 cm, other height options available between 37 - 60 cm, and this incurs an extra charge. Please
specify the height in cm when placing your order if choosing a custom height between 37 - 60cm.
CUSTOMIZATIONS: Also available as a Daylesford or with Hawthorn headboard option. If you wish to add the bed-head
later you would have to screw it on with ordinary screws. When we supply the complete unit we supply special screws and
have pre-fitted nuts in the frame end.
Suitable for innerspring or futon.

Hardwood Bed Base - Apollo -AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Floating timber bed base with a solid timber frame. Frame for the 28 cm
height is made with solid 140 x 32 mm timbers. The head end has legs
(shown in the photo). Foot-end legs are hidden to give a "floating"
appearance. Base of mattress sits level with frame.
This base is also available with Daylesford and Hawthorn headboard
options.
Suitable for innerspring or futon.

ORGANIC FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant and mineral based oil. We source our oils from Livos
who have a range of other colours, you may choose to purchase raw and sanded and apply the oils yourself, here is a link
to the Livos website: Livos.
AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)
ASSEMBLY: For assembly instructions please refer to: Bed Assembly Instructions Barossa Daylesford Mansfield Daintree
Hawthorn Kingston Apollo Airley Windsor and Trundles

Hardwood Bed Base – Windsor – AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
This lovely timber bed base has a solid slatted timber 57 cm high ladder
style head board and recessed legs to avoid stubbing toes. Solid 140 x 32
mm timber frame. Base of the mattress sits level with frame. The Windsor
bed base is a mixture or two popular bed bases. The head board is from
the Hawthorn and the base is the Barossa.
BED HEIGHTS: Available in different heights (30 cm and 36 cm) and in
various oil based finishes. Suitable for innerspring or futon.

AVAILABLE BED SIZES:
SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SINGLE LONG BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 910 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING SINGLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1070 × 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
DOUBLE BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1370 × 1900 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
QUEEN BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1510 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
KING BED: Australian Bed Size to suit 1830 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon
SUPER KING: Australian Bed Size to suit 2030 x 2030 mm Innerspring Mattress or Futon (Special Size. Made To Order.)
ASSEMBLY: Our beds are not made for mattresses to sit inside a lip, so when constructing ensure the side frames of the
bed are used with the small space facing up towards the ceiling. For assembly instructions please refer to: Bed Assembly
Instructions Barossa Daylesford Mansfield Daintree Hawthorn Kingston Apollo Airley Windsor and Trundles.
DELIVERY TIME: Please feel free to place your order, however as each item is individually handcrafted, production time
on most timber products is approx. 4 weeks.

Hardwood Bed Base - Mansfield - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
This Beautiful timber bed base has a solid timber head board 77 cm high,
perfect to prop your pillows up. The platform has sits level with the double
layered 140 x 32 mm solid timber frame giving it a unique style. Legs are
recessed to avoid stubbing toes. Base of mattress level with frame
provides easier bed making, no hands getting jammed between mattress
and frame.
IMPORTANT: We suggest you do not expose the bed-head to direct
sunlight or heat for long periods.
HEIGHTS: The bed is available in two different heights:



Platform: 30 cms giving a 6cm clearance from the base of the bed to the floor.
Platform: 40 cms giving a 16 cm clearance from the base of the bed to the floor.

PLEASE NOTE: Natural Timber is a hygroscopic material, in that it absorbs and expels water from its surrounding
environment. This process is known as thermal expansion and can cause warping, swelling and potentially shrinkage, as
a hardy natural substance. Generally trees have evolved to be resistant to this and can typically take temperature
changes within their stride. Although all our timber is kiln dried, and therefore has gone through most of this process, it
can still naturally occur. It is due to these natural occurrences, that we do not use any glue, including our non toxic glue,
on these products to allow for the further contraction and expansion of the timber.
The timbers are not glued together in our Daylesford and Mansfield headboards, so that the timbers do not crack under
the pressure of this natural movement. Small gaps may therefore appear between the timbers, as the timber contracts.
This is unavoidable in Natural timber without chemical processes. Being a 100% natural timber, it will have knots, lines
grains and irregularities. This is the nature of timber. Although we try to match timbers as closely as possible, we cannot
guarantee these irregularities will not show up.

Timber Bed Side Tables
ABOUT THE FURNITURE: Our beautiful Hardwood BED SIDE TABLES are proudly Australian Made using Victorian Ash
from managed plantations. Purchased from a local mill to reduce carbon footprint. With No Toxic chemicals, No MDF, No
Chipboard, No Chemical Paint and No Toxic Glues used during any part of the manufacturing process.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT TIMBER FURNITURE SOLD IN AUSTRALIA: Did you know that most
conventional wooden furniture is made using toxic glues and finishes? Imported timber must be fumigated before it can
enter the country. Almost all timber products sold in Australia ARE imported, the majority are made in China. One
company we researched makes their products in Australia from imported timber, these timbers ARE fumigated. Some
suppliers of timber products are claiming made with ‘Australian timber’, this may be true but they send the timber to China
to produce the furniture more economically! What happens when it’s returned back to Australia? Australian quarantine
regulations requires fumigation of timber and timber products. Fumigation chemicals are harmful to health, and
a possible cause of SIDS (sudden infant death syndrome) in babies. Other timber products are also made here with MDF,
full of formaldehyde, another cause of SIDS? Glued and finished with petro chemical paint and stain, another cause of
SIDS? — It’s not worth the chance for anyone.
100% ORGANIC BEDROOM FURNITURE AUSTRALIA: Because of this, we found it necessary to manufacture our own
AUSTRALIAN HARDWOOD TIMBER FURNITURE from local Victorian Mountain Ash. NO Toxic chemicals, NO MDF, NO
Chipboard, NO Chemical Paint and NO Toxic Glues are used during any part of the manufacturing process. Brown
Sawmills are members of Australian Forest Standard, SAI Global certified system and PEFC, assuring sustainability and
keeping down carbon footprints. There is no fumigation used in the processing of any of our timber products. There are no
harmful chemicals to out-gas in either the construction of our furniture or in the finish. All Organature® Bed Linen and
Hardwood Furniture is toxin-free and Proudly MADE IN AUSTRALIA where we can guarantee the purity of the
manufacturing process from start to finish ... We confidently call it 100% Organic.



TO FIND OUT MORE: Please read Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option.
FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/bedroom/timber-bed-side-tables/

Hardwood Bedside Cube - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Simple but elegant hardwood timber cube that sits neatly beside the bed.



Height approx. 67 cm
Top approx. 44 x 44 cm

MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop with Natural Australian
hardwood. Using timber without chemical fumigation. Minimal glue used,
dries rock hard so NO out gassing. Bolts and keys supplied for easy
assembly.
ORGANIC TIMBER FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant and mineral based oil. We source our oils
from Livos who have a range of other colours. You may also choose to purchase raw and sanded and apply the oils
yourself, here is a link to the Livos website.

Hardwood Side Table - 4 Drawers - AUSTRALIAN MADE
100% Organic
Bed Side Table with four drawers. PRICE IS FOR ONE SIDE TABLE
ONLY. Looks nice as a set on either side of the bed. Comes with wooden
handles unless otherwise requested.





Top 44 x 44 cm
Height approx. 67 cm
Draw inside 30 x 30 cm
Draw Depth 6.5 cm

Hardwood Side Table - With Shelf & 2 Drawers AUSTRALIAN MADE 100% Organic
Bed Side Table with bottom shelf and two drawers. Comes with wooden
handles unless otherwise requested.





Top 44 x 44 cm
Height approx. 67 cm
Draw inside 30 x 30 cm
Draw Depth 6.5 cm

MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop using Australian
hardwood without chemical fumigation. Minimal glue used, dries rock hard
so NO out gassing. Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly.

Hardwood Side Table - With Shelf & 1 Drawer - AUSTRALIAN
MADE 100% Organic
Hardwood Bed Side Table with bottom shelf and one drawer. Comes with
wooden handle unless otherwise requested.





Top 44 x 44 cm
Height approx. 67 cm
Draw inside 30 x 30 cm
Draw Depth 6.5 cm

MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop using Australian
hardwood without chemical fumigation. Minimal glue used, dries rock hard
so NO out gassing. Bolts and keys supplied for easy assembly.

Hardwood Side Table - With Shelf - AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Basic Hardwood Bed Side Table with bottom shelf only.



Top 44 x 44 cm
Height approx. 67 cm

MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop with Natural Australian
hardwood. Using timber without chemical fumigation. Minimal glue used,
dries rock hard so NO out gassing. Bolts and keys supplied for easy
assembly.

Hardwood Side Table - No Shelf – AUSTRALIAN MADE 100%
Organic
Basic Hardwood Bed Side Table with No Shelf or Drawer.



Top 44 x 44 cm
Height approx. 67 cm

MADE TO ORDER in Organatures’ workshop with Natural Australian
hardwood. Using timber without chemical fumigation. Minimal glue used,
dries rock hard so NO out gassing. Bolts and keys supplied for easy
assembly.
ORGANIC TIMBER FINISHES: Choose raw and sanded, or with natural plant
and mineral based oil. We source our oils from Livos who have a range of other colours. You may also choose to
purchase raw and sanded and apply the oils yourself, here is a link to the Livos website.

Hardwood Timber Furniture
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT TIMBER FURNITURE SOLD IN AUSTRALIA: Did you know that most
conventional wooden furniture is made using toxic glues and finishes? Imported timber must be fumigated before it can
enter the country. Almost all timber furniture, cots, cradles, chests, bunks and beds sold in Australia ARE imported.
All Organature® Bed Linen, Beds, Bunks, Cots, Trundles and Hardwood Furniture is chemical-free, toxin-free, additivefree. NO Harmful chemicals, NO MDF, NO Chipboard, NO Chemical Paint and NO Toxic Glues are used during any part
of the manufacturing process. Proudly MADE IN AUSTRALIA where we can guarantee the purity of the manufacturing
process from start to finish … so we can confidently call it 100% Organic.
TO FIND OUT MORE: Please read Why Our Furniture Is A Healthier Option.
ABOUT NATURAL TIMBER PRODUCTS: Natural Timber is a hygroscopic material (which means it absorbs and expels
water from its surrounding environment). This process is known as thermal expansion and can cause warping, swelling
and potentially shrinkage. Generally trees have evolved to be resistant to this and can typically take temperature changes
within their stride. Although all our timber is kiln dried, and therefore has gone through most of this process already,
thermal expansion can still naturally occur. It is due to these natural occurrences that we do not use any glue, (including
our non toxic glue) on these products to allow for the further contraction and expansion of the timber.
Being a 100% natural timber, it will also have interesting knots, lines, grains and irregularities. This is the nature of timber.
Although we do our best to match timbers as closely as possible, we cannot guarantee these irregularities will not show
up. The plant based oils we use often blend these irregularities out and add extra character, which is unique with each
item. The oils can have a slight odour that dissipates quite quickly.
TIMBER FURNITURE FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/hardwood-timber-furniture/

The Organic Bathroom
ORGANIC BATHROOM AUSTRALIA: Our organic towels, bathrobes, bath mats, hooded baby towels, hand towels and
face washers are made from 100% Certified Organic Cotton. These are all natural organic products. Our new coloured
towelling range is Made in Turkey because manufacture of these items in Australia is not yet economically possible, but
the quality is lovely. Your healthy bathroom begins here.
ABOUT THE ORGANIC FABRIC: DID YOU KNOW THIS? … To be able to weave terry towels and other knitted fabrics,
the cotton yarn has to be ‘waxed’. With conventional towels this wax is removed with harsh chemical detergents. These
are not permitted with organic certification; so organic towels are washed with soaping solution and are still a bit ‘waxy’
when they are new, but they soften beautifully with every wash. Naturally. Organically. Heath-fully.
HOW TO CARE FOR ORGANIC COTTON TOWELS AND ROBES: To increase the absorbency of your 100% Organic
Cotton Terry Towels, the washing and drying temperature for 100% cotton items should not exceed 40 C. Towels require
a few washes at 40 C to remove the wax and make them good dryers. To remove the wax quickly, the towels could be
washed 60 C, but be aware that some shrinkage may occur.
THE ORGANIC BATHROOM FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/bathroom/

Organic Clothing For Women, Men, Children and Babies
ORGANIC CLOTHING AUSTRALIA: Our garments are specially imported by Organature® into Australia from a certified
producer of sustainable textile products in the EU, certified by Control Union. Here you’ll find T-shirts, Polo Shirts, Leisure
Jackets and Hoodies, as well as novelty printed garments for the children. Every item in this Clothing range has been
checked to contain high quality 100% Certified Organic Fabric. An ideal material to be placed next to your skin.
RELIEF FROM ECZEMA AND ALLERGIES: We also have a small range of Cotton Comfort Eczema Clothing for children
and Eczema gloves in all sizes. The perfect protection for sensitive skin.
SEE THE COMPLETE ORGANIC CLOTHING PRODUCT LIST: Too many to list all the items here, we’d love it if you’d
visit our website to see what’s currently available.

Organic Clothing Categories





Babies
Childrens
Mens
Womens

Sewing Room Organic Fabric & Filling
ABOUT OUR ORGANIC FABRICS: Certified 100% Organic Cotton Filling and Fabric, available for sale by the metre. All
of Organatures’ exclusive cotton fabrics are produced from the finest yarn and especially popular with the home sewing
enthusiast. These fabrics are also suitable for clothing for all the family, cushions, home decorating, bedding, bed linen,
baby products and also curtains.
ABOUT THE CERTIFICATION: All our fabrics and filling are certified GOTS, (Global Organic Textile Standard). This
means that all our Natural and Dyed fabrics are GOTS certified too. We do not sell anything else.
ABOUT OUR NATURAL FABRICS: All ‘natural’ GOTS Certified 100% Organic Fabrics are unbleached and un-dyed.
ideal for those who are extra careful about what they put next to their skin. Natural, certified organic and unbleached is the
ideal choice for people wanting to live as allergy-free and sensitivity-free as possible.
ABOUT THE DYES: The dyes used to colour the fabrics are low impact chemical dyes, permitted and certified safe to use
under GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standards). ‘Vegetable’ and ‘Herb’ dyes are occasionally used but not currently able
to be economically produced on a large scale. We’re working towards improving that READ: How Safe Are The Coloured
Dyes Used In Organic Fabrics?
ORGANIC COTTON IS BETTER: The difference with organic cotton textiles and conventional textiles is that certified
organic cotton textiles are not treated with chemicals such as colour fastener, wrinkle free, non-iron and lately fragrances,
all of which are chemicals that are potentially harmful to both the planet and humans. These treatments are not needed
with certified organic textiles due to the fact that 100% cotton absorbs the dyes without further treatment with setting
chemicals.
PURCHASE CONDITIONS: Please note that fabric is cut to order. As per standard policy, we cannot accept returns or
issue refunds or credits. Fabric can take up to two weeks before cut due to the size of the rolls.
YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE TO READ: The Quality Use And Care Of Organic Fabrics.
SEWING ROOM FABRIC & FILLING FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/sewing-room/

Organic Household Products
WE CARE ABOUT PROVIDING THE PUREST AND BEST QUALITY ORGANIC PRODUCTS: These days, the term
“organic” is often used as marketing hype, encouraging people to buy products that might well be organic, but the
question is, have they been interfered with on the way to being produced, processed, stored, displayed and shipped to
their destination?
Some products are sprayed with chemicals or washed in optical brighteners to make them more visually appealing to
consumers, others are wrapped in toxic plastic bags, even the ink used to print the labels is potentially harmful to people
who are prone to chemical sensitivities, lethargy and allergies.
We know these things are important for people with even just a slightly lowered immune system so we refuse to package
our products in plastic bags (even though that is permitted under most organic standards). Instead we use organic cotton
bags or true cellulose, not plastic which just looks like cellophane. This is biodegradable, compostible and a much safer
packaging alternative, especially for food.
USEFUL THINGS FOR AROUND THE HOUSE: Cellophane bags, aprons, organic cotton tea towels, cleaning cloths,
ironing board covers, books, air purifiers and more. These products have been specially chosen because of their health
promoting benefits. We aim to provide items to help you live a healthier and happier life.
ORGANIC HOUSEHOLD FULL PRODUCT LIST: https://organature.com/product-category/household-products/

CONTACT DETAILS
Shop Address
Organature®
Shop 1/8 -10 Forrest Avenue
Newhaven Vic 3925
Phone (03) 5932 0914 or Text: 0431 142390
Shop Hours:
Monday to Friday 9am - 4pm
Saturday 10am - 1pm
Office Hours:
Monday to Friday 10am – 4pm
Visit Our Online Shop:
https://organature.com/shop/
Read Our Articles:
https://organature.com/articles/
See Our Google Reviews:
https://organature-australia.business.site/#testimonials

We look forward to seeing you very soon.
The Organature® Team

